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REJECTED FOR
'

PAID

VANDERBILTS'

No Cemetry Would Accept William K.

Johann Hoch.
LAID

IN

POTTERS'

of Florence.
FIELD NEARLY MOBBED BY PEOPLE

Drew His Revolver But Was
Finally Arrested by
Italian Police.

Morris Resigns From Directorship of New York Mutual Life
HIS

OWN

BUSINESS TOO

HEAVY COUSIN

The body of
a county
anoreue. et Dunning, while the under
taker, who had agreed to Inter the
'corpse, at hi o'.Vn expense ami the
hw0 clergymen wuo were with him
vainly
Jon the scaffold, yesterday,
find a burial place. Cemetery
Wd tocemetery
was asked by teleHfter
phone to DOTnitt the burial, but all re
fused, saying that the owners of Jots
objected to the burial of murderers In
he cemeteries, with the owner a fam
Chicago,

111.,

Fek

Jr. Runs Over

OF CARNEGIE LIBRARIES

IS

JAILED

IN

Pittsburg. Pa., v.i. 24 In the last
few weeks liss lecome evident a reaction from the
that formerly
seemed felt In Carnesle libraries. Especially has it been noticed In New
York and Pittsburg, cities which have
received the largest gifts from Andrew
Carnegie. There has been a discussion as If the libraries were more of
a burden than a blessing.
In Pittsburg the buildings erected
by Carnegie cost about $6,500,000. The

withdraw the apprrprlatlon entirely
and a?;, for a reorganization of the
management, or better still, make the
library an annex of trie Carnegie technical schools."
In 19t Mr. Carnegie set aside a
fund of United States steel bonds
amounting to 3,2oO,fiOn, out of which
to build sixty-fivlibraries In the various boroughs of New York city. The
municipal authorities for their part
entered Into a contract to buy the
e

FRANCE

24.

Florence, Italy, Feb. 24. Dispatches
received here from Pontederu, say
that the automobile of William K.
Vanderbilt, Jr., ud wife, ran over a
Ikj.v, and Injured him
ulKMit the head. The automobile was
stopped, ana soon surrounded by a
crowd of excited people, who threatrf"
PWS3S!t
ened the occupants. In the excitement, it was reported that the child
had been killed, and the people attacked the chaffeur.
Vanderbllt, believing the lives of
Hies.
S
li
t
the party in danger, drew a revolver.
After repeated efforts to Becure a He was disarmed, however,
kickand
body,
vflnal resting place for the
ed and cuffed. The police finally res. linen's
friends finally despaired, and
h; rtly before noon, today, the body cued them, and Vanderbilt and the
were placed In Jail, while
wrs Interred In the potter's field, ad chaffeur
Mrs. Vanderbilt was taken to a hotel,
juiitlng the county poor farm.
where she was shown every attention
THE CARNEGIE LIB
possible.
ANOTHER MUTUAL LIFE
What Penalty May Bo.
DIRECTOR RESIGNS.
Y
Y lr
Y
1' 1'
Philadelphia. Pa., Feb. 24. Effing
In behalf or W. K. Vanderbilt. Jr.,
IN NEW YORK.
ham B. Morris announced, today, that this morning, doctors visited Adolph
lie had resigned his trusteeship in the Dutlne, the boy who was injured by
Cost to the city to date
Mutual Life Insurance company of Vanderbilt's automobile, In order to
for maintaining twenty-eNew York. Morris gives as his rea- - ascertain his condition.
It is an
ight
libraries, alon the pressure of his own business nounced grave complications
may
$1,000,000
ready built
He is the president of the Girard arise.
This Is In cash, and already
Trust company of this city.
Through the American consular ailone-fiftas much as It will cost
Morris, in presenting his resigna- - thoritles. Vanderbilt has secured a
t Ion, said:
Carnegie In Steel trust bonds to
lawyer, who applied for his client's
it provisions- - release, which is usually
build all the libraries.
'I resigned as trustee because
proved impracticable for me, as a granted, in similar cases, but which
The expense to the city will
to keep In touch with can be refused, if the child does not
be more than doubled when all
the details of the management of a die, or Is not permanently Injured, the
the libraries are built sixty-five- .
corporation having Its offices In New punishment may be a fine of $200 and
The libraries will never cost
York, and whose policy must neces- - imprisonment for three months, in if Carnegie more than the amount
s,
sarily be adapted to varying condi- - addition to a fine for currying
of his gift. He even draws Inter- from day to day."
icealed weapons. It is believed, how- - 4 est on the bonds not yet used In
lever, that Vanderbilt may be sen- building. The city's expense has
TRAFFIC AGENTS OF
tenced to a fine only.
5 Just bt'gtin.
'
PACIFIC COAST LINES.l
Ashland. Ore.. PVh 24- Knurl rfv x(HI rrrnnrf. run n ,
ncLcnoL
crrwriio
members of the Pacific Coast AsscctaOF NEPHEW fail maintenance is entirely by the city.
tlon of Traffic Agents met here today
Paris. Feb. 24. The ministry of Inu When the offer wag made the city
purpose
la annual conference for the
tlce acted adversely unon the nnnli- - eleven years ago, Mr. Carnegie thought
f considering and discussing railroad cation of the American authorities for that $40,000 a year would be sufficient
rates and various matters connected exooutlve clemency In the case of El for maintenance, but the appropriar
with interstate commerce. The asso- - ikiu F. Shepard, grandson of the late tions grew from Chat figure until this
elation has grown considerably during V. K. Vanderbilt, who was sentenced J (.HI
II UI1ILI.O
nUlll.ll V V',"Vl..
the last few years and now Includes on October 2Cth to three months' lm- - 1 ins was waiea (town
j uu,uini iy
nearly all the Important and lnflu- prlsonment and 120 fine, and to pay the city council. s
ential railroad men of the west. Its 14,000 damages to the parents of
City Controller John B. I.arkinsaid:
president Is Mr. Sam Booth of the Madeline Marduel, who was killed by
Unusually Shepard's automobile, last April. The "As the library stands now, it cerUnion
Pacific railroad.
large business is expected this year fine and indemnity have been paid, tainly has outlived its usefulness and
and there are a great many matters but the application sought to waive outgrown in its demands any fair
Further efforts in measure of support this city could
which have to be arranged and ad- - imprisonenient.
be expected to give. Its endowment
"lis direction will be made.
justed by the conference.
by private subscription would be one
way out of the difficulty.
I would
TORNADO DOES DAMAGE
MILWAUKEE & ST. PAUL
IN NORTHERN MISSISSIPPI
TRAIN HAS WRECK
Hattiesburg, Miss., Feb. 24. a torMilwaukee, Feb. 24. A Chicago,
nado struck the northeastern section Milwaukee & St. Paul passenger frain
of this place today. Much property from St. P?.ul ran Into a south Miwas damaged, two were Injured but. lwaukee street crossing today and Injured ten persons.
none were killed.
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WOMAN

SUFFRAGE COULD

AND AUTOMOBILE SHOW
Milwaukee, Wis., Feb. 24. The Rev.
W. W. Webb was consecrated this
morning as bishop coadjutor of the
Milwaukee diocese at All Saints'
cathedral, Juneau avenue aud Marshall
street. The services were conducted
by the Right Rev. Isaac l.ea Nicholson, blshcp of the Milwaukee diocese,
who was assisted by Hisiiops C. C.
Grafton of Fond du Lac; John Hazen
White of Michigan City, Mich.; Bishop
Coadjutor Williams of Omaha, Neb.,
and Osborne of Springfield, 111.; the
PhiladelRev
William McGarvey,
phia; II. D. Robinson, Racine; Charles
P. Anderson', Chicago; H. B. St.
George, Nashotah; C. 11. B. Wright,
Milwaukee; C. 1. Malhiry, Kenosha;
George F. Burroughs, Milwaukee, and
J. G. H. Barry, Fond du I.ae. A student choir of forty voices from the
Nashotah Tiieologlcal seminary assist
. .1 in the services.
The cathedral was
crowded by members of the clergy
and laymen uom a!l parts of the state.

LARGEST

AUTO SHOW

r

HELD IN PHILADELPHIA.
Philadelphia,
Pa.,
Feb. 24. The
liigest automobile show ever held in
tllis city will be opened here at the
National Expert Exposition building
this evening and will continue until
March 3. For many weeks there has
been the greatest enthusiasm among
tae automobile manufacturers and
dealers of this citv and the prospect
of a big show has greatly stimulated
niitomulilllng in this city during the
last two or three months. The exhibition occupies a ground space of nearly
50.000 square feet and Is far more
c mprchensive than in former years.
The entire building Is beautifully decorated and the arrangements are complete In every detail. The exposition
is held under the auspices of the Phil
adelpliia Automobile Trade association, whk;i has aroused great Interest
among, the local manufacturers and
dealers and bus Induced them to outdo
tlifir previous efforts.
During the progress of the exjiosi-t- i
:i the
Reeves American band ol
Providence, R. I
and Bowen R.
Church, the noted organist, will play
evtry afternoon and evening.

lt

ON LOOKOUT

HOUSES VISITED

BY

PORTUGAL

AS A PAUT

ROYALTY

New York. Fob. 24. According to
London correspondent,
King rciward will never walk again
without a cane. The king's fall, while
he was shooting, last Novemler, resulted in breaking the tendon of
Achilles, sayj the
correspondent,
which cannot be cured. Leaning on a
stick, the king walks very slowly, and
with a pronounced limp. At the opening of parliament ho could not rise
without a cane. Otherwise, he looks
in good health.
4ANOTHER RUSSIAN
IS ASSA8SINATED
arsaw, Feb. 24. Privy Counsellor
Ivannoff, director general of the Vistula railroad, was shot and killed today by an unknown man. Ivanoff was
energetic In suppressing the recent
railroad strike. He had dismissed
many employes for participating in it

the World's

PENSIONS ARE GRANTED

AT LIGHTNING SPEED.
Washington. D. C. Feb. 24. Before
proceeding to pension
legislation,
which was the special order of the
house, today, several minor bills were
passed, including tho authorization of
ItARY AT PITTSBURG.
theh extension of homestead laws to
certain lands In the Yellowstone Forest Reserve. The house passed 41G
IN PITTSBURG, i
pension bills In sixty-fominutes, WOMAN
J
SUFFRAGE IS
and adjourned.
Expense to the city in
PROPOSED IN ENGLAND
years
London,
Feb. 24. Sir Charles Dllke,
ten
$1,100,000 t WHERE TROOPS WILL
194,000
Volumes In library
the
SOON PLAY AT WAR. member of parliament, entered
Expense to the city i
lists as champion of the enfranchiseWashington,
D..
24. Tho ment
Feb.
C,
of women, and if the bill, the
in 1900
$ 200,000
program marked out by the general
'
text of which was issued today, is
Cost to maintain each
staff for the mobilization of troops at adopted,
women will ait in parliament.
4
volume one year
63c
a number of camiut
the summer
first eleven years the t months, contemplates camps at Fort
f costIn ofthe maintaining
Portugal's
Royalty Visits Spain.
the library 4 uussen, wyo., r'ort Riley, Kan., AmMadrid, Feb. 24. The king and
will be one fifth the cost of the 9 erican Lake, Wash.,
and Fort Clark, queen of Portugal arrived here today
t library.
t Texas.
to pay a visit of state to King Alfonso,
The expense to Carnegie is
who Is to be married in April. The
endedthe city is only begin- - 4 FOR COMFORT IN WORK
royal visitors and their numerous
4 ning.
4
' AT MANY COAST FORTS. suite were received
upon their arrival
4 4 4
Washington. D. C, Feb. 24. Thrre in state and escorted in a brilliant
sites, buy the books and maintain the has been much discussion
procession
lately
to the royal caetle, where
limi iLUllUlia,
among some of the military authori- they will reside during their hojourn
Controller Metz. of New York, said ties, notably the inspector general ol in this city.
court func"When Mr. Carnegie decides to erect the army, in favor of having the gov- tions have beenNumerous
In honor or
libraries for the benefit of the peopie ernment support entirely the soldiers' the royal visitors.arranged
The program for
he makes conditions with, whlca it is home in tho District of Columbia, for today includes a court
reception in
impossible for the beneficiaries to the maintenance of which
by a state
there is the afternoon, - followed
comply. In New Ysrk'aioua,' we have now a large sum In tne national
'
'
treat dinner.
spent $1,000,000 for Carneglo libraries ury as a result of the deduction
of
in the five boroughs, and we have only twelve and a half cent a month
Hope Lost at Moroccan Conference.
libegun. There are about twenty-fivAlgeclras, Feb. 24. Conversations
the pay of all soldiers, active and rebraries yet to be built.
tired, of the United States army. It with the principal delegates, except
"The expense of maintaining these was urged that this deduction
dis- Ambassador White, show that they
librsrles is out of proportion to what continued on the ground that thebe fund have little real hope of a successful
It should be. The number of clerks Is has Increased to such an
extnt that issue to the Moroccoan conference.
increased out of all proportion to the it is bearing interest amounting to White remains hopeful that some sodemands of the library, the superin- more than $100,000 a year, and that lution will be found.
tendent makes expensive trips to Eu- the soldiers might well be spared furrope, and there is a constant drain ther compulsory contributions for
this ELKS ARE PREPARING
iiK)n the municipalities accepting Mr. purpose. The board of commissioners
FORGRAND LODGE
Carnegie's gifts."
of the soldiers' home, however, expressed itself opposed to any such
In view of the fact that almost all
change In the law, although it had
already recommended that tii? deduc- of the Elks lodges In New Mexico and
tion no longer apply to retired soldiers Arizona are preparing to send delegations to the meeting of the grand lodge
who under the law are not entitled to
Elkg to be held In Denver In July
the benefits of the home, adni'ssion to of
the Albuquerque lodge of Elks have
which Is limited to those whj have appointed
been honorably discharged from the advisabilitya committee to look Into the
of sending a re present amilitary service, to which claia, o!
from this city to the grand lodge,
course, soldiers on the retired list dJ tlon
the
being empowered to
not In long. The pending arm
blii look committee
after all matters pertaining to
carries out this idea of relief for the the sending
of such a delegation, Inthe sport that the heads of two great retired soldiers, as recommended by
ciuuing me securing or quarters In
nations have acted as sponsors for the the board.
Denver, railroad rates, who will go,
cutis to be offered in competition.
etc. The committee is composed of
The conditions governing the Roose- RECIPROCAL TARIFF BILL
the following well Known local Elks:
velt cup are broad and liberal. Any
IS SENT TO THE EMPEROR
L. C. Bennett, chairman; D. A.
yach which is enrolled in u recognized
Berlin, Feb. 24. The federal cjuncli
1). K. B. Sellers, A. W.
cluli and which fulfills the conditions today approved the relchsta-j'action
W. T. McCreight. Hoy McDonof the match, subject to the absolute In passing the bill providing for the ald,
Felix H. Iester and B. Kuppe.
control of the Eastern Yacht club's extension of the new- - German tarlfl
It Is the intention of the Albuquerrules, will be eligible to the elimina- bill to the United States until June 30, que
lodge to send a strong delegation
tion races, to be sailed oft Marblehead llMi", and sent the measure to the em to Denver
and to have them in approIn August.
After the international peror lor Ills signature.
priate costumes or uniforms, all alike
match the cup will heroine the sole
With such men as compose the comproperty of the owner of the winning
MONEY MARKET.
mittee having the matter in hand it is
yacht. The conditions also provide
New York, Feb. 4. Money on call, almost certain that Albuquerque will
that the matches thail take place In nominal:
no
prime mercantile be well represented at the forthcoming
alternate years eff Marblehead and at paper, jfjiiVi; l.ans;
silver, CtiVi.
convention.
Kiel. It is iioasible that the scope ol
eligibility may be broadened In future
years so that yachts from the Continent and Great Britain may take
ur

t
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Caldwell. Idaho, Feb. 24. Charles E
Mover. William D. Haywood, li. A.
l'ettiboiie and Vincent St. John were
brought Here from the penitentiary to
be present at ihe einpant ling of the
grand Jury called to Investigate the asf Governor S eubenber j.
spaces of only a few feet between sassination
them. A projectile falling in their It is stated that t he attorneys tor
vicinity would be likely to burn them Moyer, Haywood. I'citihone and St.
dow n, and It is necessary to provide a John did not represent Steve Adams,
who remained in the penitentiary.
structure which will be a
if not actually fireproof, and at the Harry Orchard also r maineu in the
same time capable of standing the peniu-u'iaryOrchard has a hUh
tremendous blast and jar of a heavy lever, is threatened with pneumonia
gun fire. The experts now have three and cuuld not be brought. Hi connew experimental bouses.
One ef dition is not i iinnidi red initial.

DISABLED SOLDIERS
ment to find a substitute fur the small
wooden buildings at each coast fort
used In certain "plotting." This worn
lias hen tofore l i en done in the nricK
ihservlng iouni-- which are now found
that
to be too damp to be occupied
purpose. Wooiten buildings are much
but cbeie is a menace In hav
ing such structures in the neighborhood .of tne guns, or where they are
ikt-lto be hit by 'he shells of the
.
This i.- especially ko at Fori
Wadsworth in New Vork harbor,
where there are srme fifteen of these
little wooden houses in a row, with
.

fr

fiu-my-

.

these has thin concrete walls, auotnt
is built of corrugated steel, while the
third is a wooden structure covered
with galvanized flat Iron. Metal used
In such const met ion at a coast fort
which would naturally I,.- the target
cf any enemy's guns, will have to be
painted to prevent them from reflecting the sunlight.
-

SLIGHTLY

on Mondav

city.

or Tuesday

portant Interview.

t

New York

ARE SURE OF STRIKE.
Kansas City. Mo., Feb. 21. The
Hoi.thwc.-- t Coal Operator.- - association
which covers the fields f Missouri,
Kaunas, Oklahoma and Indian Territory, Arkansas and Tex;:-- , met here to
'lay tu hear the report.- - of the scale
coimiiit'ce that went o Indianapolis
to eonter with the l i:: d Aline Work
era of America. lie! re
to the
conrtrenee, W. S. IVn; president ol

art all the
PRESIDENT BAER HAS
will be a
RECEIVED THE DEMANDS.
This is in
.,
!e.
si
'vl'itl
I;,
Ir.
Philadelphia, Pa.. Pel..
Pa:,(. ,,f
trike, Ji.'.ooo
dent Baer of the Heading company, iuti:eis wiil go out in th field."
demands
today received u copy
of the miners' scale conimi.tee in New j
Metal Marke .
York. Mr. lid r w ill submit them to
New York, Feb. 24- .- Lead and cop
o: the comr.ti'.tee i er, (jtiiet unchanged.
the other
U

,

!'

;

OF

FRAT

INITIATION

,

re-ent-

OF YALE SAYS
RATE BILL WONT WORK
Boston Eeb.24.-rT- be
iEvenlng Tran ;
script today published an article" by
President Arthur T. Hadley of Yale on
the present status of rate legislation
in the state of Washington.
He argues the proposition of the Hepburn
bill to make the decisions of the interstate commerce commission final in
all questions ot fact, as illogical and
impracticable.
He declares that a
similar plan was tried in England in
the seventies but did not work, and
was finally repealed. He declares that
the common law gives the shipper
more protection than would the
statute, as was shown in the
Cheasepeake & Ohio coal case recent
ly decided by the supreme court.
HADLEY

pro-IKise-

COUNT AND COUNTESS
SEEM VERY HAPPY
MODJE8KA LOOKS ON
SIDE OF LIFE.
DEPRESSED BY FREIGHT

MADAME

THE
NOT
TRAIN

BRIGHT
RIDES.

ta
Modjeaka, the Countess Charles
Challanpomekl, arrived from
Las Vegas shortly after noon, in a
private car, attached to a freight
train. The count, himself, accompanied the countess.
At the Elks' Opera House, tonight,
a crowded house will greet her in thw
role of "Lady Macbeth."
"Yes, this is abolutely our farewell
trip to the west," said the countess.
"Tliis Is niy first trip here, too," she
added.
"We wero at Santa Fe, in '83;
staglug it," broke in the count "Out
pleasure seeking.
I
rememlier wo
rode on the stage, down from Espan-ol- a,
and went trout fishing, near Santa
Fe."
"Hut it is all like a dream to me.
now ; I don't remember much about
tho trip," fald MKlJeska.
"Is the place au quaint and primitive as ever haa tho town changed
much.'" she asked.
"1 think that people living in an
old town, like that, must bo happier
Hum pec pie who live so fast," sbo ad-dUo-zen-

rl.

"No, that isn't it fair question. I'm
Just us old as Sarah Bernhardt, you
may say."
This was her answer, when asked

btr age.

MINERS OF MISSOURI

the association, said:
"I am satisfied, iiitd
coal operators, that tin
s"i'il.e among tho mine.'

REDUCED

General Manager Wells Gives Reasons Why Men
Have Been Laid Off An Im-

atil Mrs, A. (',. Wells aud their a better day's work, anil of course,
daughter, Miss Louise, who came in we are not Justified in keeping on the
from tae west yesterday, have taken ' pay roll nu n for w :iom wo can find
nothing to do. No man or company
rooms if the Alvarado.
Tomoriow nioniliiK Mr. Wells, who conducting buxiniss will do that."
ral manager of the coast
is the
Mr. Wells was asked if Ihe company
lines oi the Santa Fe. will be Joined iirended I) make certain additions,
her l y Aitlng Chief Engineer C. A. contemplated some time ago, at the loji ise and (ieneral Superintendent I. cal ahops, to which he replied:
"No, not this yar no Increase in
1. Mile aid, ami on Monday inoruinK
west on a general additions to the local shops. We think
t'aey wili retain
inspection, stopping al all the we will have to expend a considerable
tour
divi.--i n poiirs
and at places where Hum of money In Ihe enlargement of
houses are main the local shops after we get the new
biiops and round
cut-.f- f
line in opera1 on. and Mssibiy
tained.
.
daughter
will re- - work of heavy repairs for that line
Mr-W. lis and
w
en
days longer,
ill be done at Albuquerque.
j
main in ' he city a l
j iviti i be isi' her of .1. A. Iiarnard.
"I di not know," said Mr. Wells,
of Indianapolis, lnd . who i.s a brother j"whut lae company Intends putting up
rf Mrs Wells, and who has come to at Helen, ns the cut-of- f line will be enOf
the soiit.iwest with his family, to re tirely out of my Jurisdiction.
have heard it stated thai
course.
main several hicks.
be
To a (iuesti'-- asi.ed by The Cl;i.en shops and a round house would
rt prc,e:i'a' m-- rcitiiivi' to the report erected at Helen. In any event, when
hops has the new line Is In operation, a round
(ha1 t!,,. torce a: the local
Mr. Wells said: 1: use will surely be erected at Helen,
re.luc.-ubeen lUb-- l
diminution in but whether shops of large dimension
There has e. :i
but due solely w ill be erected there, I cannot htate.
help at ttie (oral
to the fac that their services were not I can say the local shops are a perma
required. We are g. tting better work licut fixture wi h Albuquerque as far
I t re than formerly. las
the present plans of the Santa Fe
out of - u r
The men nre more etllcient, give us company are concerned."
Mr.

ABOUT THE HOME OF

Washington. 1. C. Feb. 24. The
army engin-- ' ts who have charge of
the const nut ion of buildings at the
coast tons are engaged in an experi-

BEEN

FEW DIVERS MATTERS
CONCERNING MINERS

IC

Gambia, Ohio, AFeb. 24. The bniW-In- gs
of the Kenyon Military academy
burned early this morning with a total
loss.
Three cadets are missing and
eight are Injured, of whom three vamj
die. The names of the missing have
not been given out.
The worst injured are Harry Bar
nes, Cleveland, probably fatally; John.
U. Nicholson, Stevenville. badly burn
ed, will not recover; Hart Shannon.
New York, badly burned, may not re
cover; S. R. Sallaway, business manager of military academy, badly burn
ed about the face and hands: J. Dor
sey, Dallas, Texas, slightly burned
about the face and hands.
Barnes was the last to leave Delano
hall and Jumped from the fourth
story, falling Into a blanket which
gave way, injuring his back and break
ing a leg. Eighty-fiv- e
boys were la
the dormitory when the flames broke
out. Effort was made to observe the
military formation but the younger
students forgot their training and
rushed about the building in a panic
The buildings destroyed were Delano
hall and MUner hall and annex. The
losses aggregate $30,000; Insurance
slight; origin unknown.
All Hops Abandoned.
Practically all hope that the three
missing students are yet alive haa
been abandoned, hut the ruins are still
burning and Bearch for the bodiesl
not yet possible. The missing are
Winifred Kuuk'.o, Ashtabula; James
J. Fuller, Warren, Ohio: J. Edward
Henderson, Indiana; 'Seller and Hend
erson were' room mates, and Kunkle
was seen to
the burning
building.

-

FORCE AT LOCAL SHOPS HAVE

Already plans are being made for
the building or the bouts for the rae-M- r.
Charles Francis Adams 2nd, will
build from Mr. Doardman's designs,
and he has also two other orders.
Mr. F. O. ilacomber is hooked fur a
Hareshoff boat, while the Hunan
Brothers of New York, may give Here-shof- f
an order.

RESIST-PAN-

I

Kav-unoug-

pa rt .

NOT

Places Are Selected For the Only Ambassador White Still Same School Where Boy Fast
Annual Troop Manuvers
Has Hope atjAIgeciras
ened to Railroad Tracks
This Year.
Conference.
and Killed
.

FOR 1NTERNAT10N RACE
Uoston, Mass., Feb. 24. Thanks to
the efforts of Henry Howard of the
Eastern Yacht club and the munificence of the club he represents this
year, which would otherwise been an
so far as international yacht
racing is concerned, will witness such
an event of unusual interest. It has
been definitely settled that aJi International yacht race between three
small sloops, representing the Kaiser-llehe- r
Yacht club and n like number
representing the Eastern Yacht club
will be raced off Marblehead in September of this year. The arrangements were clinched by a cablegram
which Mr. Howard, chairman of the
regatta committee of the Eastern
Yacht cluli, received from Anmlrat
Iinranden, chairman of the oaring committee of the Kalserllcher Yacht club.
Ily permission of President K ;ose-vethe costly trophy to be offered by
the Eastern Yacht club will be known
as the Roosevelt cup. The kaiser has
also offered a flip to be sailed for in
return races at Kiel, in 1907, so that
racing with small yachts Is to encouraged by extraordinary incentive, this
being the first time ill the history ot

Sac-

rificed by Lack of

ROOSEVELT YACHT CUP

BISHOP CONSECRATED

KENYON SCHOOL

other Victim in

64 MINUTES 416 PENSIONS ENGLISH

C--

7.'.,,

JfTn.:

Assassination Claims

App-

Special to Rvenlng Citizen:
Washington, D. . Feb. 24. Dele
gate Andrews secured a place with
the clerk of the house for James W.
Chavez, son of the late Col. ,1. Francisco Chavez, and he Is now at work.
This is the first native appointment
in ruty years.
At Hatch. Dona Ana county, Ag- grlplna Carreras, has been appointed
postmaster, vice Pedro Carreras, de
ceased.

n

FATAL FIRE AT

LAME FOR LIFE

in Fifty Years.

ENGINEERS

j.Tohann Hoch lay, today, in
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STAGGERED BY EXPENSE

Boy Near the City

of Murderer

Body

SON OF LATE

WEALTHY CITIES ARE

AUTOMOBILES

BURIAL
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Modjeska didn't even know the
age of italph Modjeska, who la her
son, and is president of the Western
Association of Civil Engineers of
America. Ralph Modjeska is at present engage, in building two bridges
across the Columbia river, near Portland, Ore.
"We aro Americans, you know,"
said the countess, ltoth of us. Count
Uozenta was born in Poland, but haa
taken out citizenship papers in America. I think President Roosevelt is a
vt ry remarkable man."
Although well advaticed In years
the cunt says she vtis born lu th
last century Modjeska does not display,
her in face or figure, the ravages which to loir; a stage career as,
her's would ordinarily create. Very
little, if any, gray, shows in her hair,
ami I t'r eyes are as bright as youth.
She did nol complain nor seem depressed its u result of coming down
from Ihe Meadow ('".!." her private
car blinded on one end by a refrigerator enr and on lh. oiler by a freight
train caboose. Sh looks ou th
bumorns sidv of life. She and tho
count set m very happy
Jeweler Hickox i ho entertained
in Santa,, Fe.
the fount anil ci'j-As- s
twenty ears ag
presented himself
as recognized.
ai the cneli, arj
t

.

1;
--

THE

EVENING CITIZEN

NklUlMl Daily

ni tetly

I

h

laa natt--

of Bfirnatillo County
And City of Albuquerque.
ftmt

Afternoon Dlipttchi.

Clrtlt(.
Urpt City and Ceuntv
Nm
ClrculiMea.
TIM

Multo
Ur1
Arlron
Urjroit Wart

Clmilttloi.

TtRMS OF SUBSCRIPTION!
W mH on roar la aa'Tanno.
........
Wily by Mil pw month
wktjr a wO. on roar

rr

S5.00

The Boston way of tvadlng the prize
Firm Baseman ISransfleld la said to
have deserted from the Philadelphia fight law Is a credit to tno ingenuity
Nationals for a berth In Willlamsport of the bean center. Physlcn! euituitr
earn In the outlaw league.
clubs are organized and fights are
held for the mirpose of demonstrating
the
umpires
league
for
National
the beauties of physical culture. Of
Day,
will
O
season
coming
pnnrsp
le Hank
who witness the con
Bob Emslle, J. E. Johnstone, William tests must be enthusiastic physical
ConH.
Klem, W. B. Carpenter and J.
culturists and members of the clubs.
way.
Conway graduates from the
O
Eastern league.
What's coming over basket ball?
en
New York
During a game between
taken in hand team and a team at. Kansas City the
Peter Maher has-beby a brace of New York trainers, who other night the police nad to rush onto
will try to get him in condition to the floor and pry the players apart.
battles. Blood was flowing freely from a dozen
fight ten and fifteen-rounThe perpetual championship of Ireland noseH and brawny young men hamIs going to its doom again.
mered each otber like blacksmith
f
And yet basket ball is called
Schultz, who played center at Ann pugilists.
sport.
Arbor for two seasons, will not be a parlor
fights at
seen in his old position next season,
The promoters of
aa be is ineligible on account of Philadelphia have stirred up a row
deficiency in his studies. For the that threatens to end the boxing game
same reason it s said tnai Annis, a there by getting out an Injunction to
noted sprinter, bas been disqualified. prevent Tom O Rourke from holding
O
twenty-rouncontests at his new Tux-o,- i
Here's a cheerful note of encourage
(VRourke says be will fight
r.inh
ment for the football game, expressed the injunction, and that if he doesn't
by Dr. Endicott Penbody. president of win all manner or prize ngnung win
Croton school, New York: "Football be made a felony In Philadelphia.
has helped to keep men straight. The
O
game develops temperance ana manliJudging from the way Tommy Burns
ness. It Is an Important factor in nnt.nointert him last night at Los Andeveloping the moral as well as the eeles. Marvin Hart's beavyweigni
have rephysical side of the young man."
nhnmnlonshln asnlrations
of a damper. The
anmewhat
rnlviui
try
The California fighting trust will
Scotchman, though lighter and smaller
to bring Aurella Herrera and Joe Gans In everv way. nut it over his opponent
together in March. They are to be ith graceful ease, and with his clev- offered fifty per cent of the receipts orncirn won the house early in the
and to fight at any weight they may reme. The fieht. however, was very
agree upon. Herrera is said to be much alike throughout, and devoid of
willine to meet Gans, but the colored Interest from a sensational ixdnt of
fellow is holding off in hopes of get view.
Burns kept, the bigger man
ting a chance at Jimmie Brut
guessing by leading for face or body
o
champion with swift, punches, then stepping InGeorge Hackenschmidt,
allowing them
wrestler of the world. Has signea side of Harts swings,
will
his neck. Hart
around
artirina with Achiiu't Madraii, tne to miss
,..,..
'
farm
u
n m V,t
now, no nouut, rj v.l.
"Terrible Turk," to wrestle catch-as- catch-cafor the championship, anil located wniun u. iw mmo
Ky.
$500 a side for the beBt purse offered ville,

Citizen Want Ads FtirnisK you
with names and addresses
people who are
Neccessary to Your Prosperity

1906,

-- 1-

MEXICO
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$100,000

Capital and Surplus

4

Interest Allowed on Savings Deposits

th.-vs-

McSPADDEN The exchange man.
WANTED.
See him for business exchanges.
Roomers and boarders in
Him Houth Broadway.
private family; two blocks east of
DUy by Carrier. 60c per month
hiAiiANUb, I have property In
Santa Fe hospital. 815 South Edith iuIllinois,
Tv tmmia Cmnm will ha doHTotw! In the)
iowa, Missouri, Kansas
street.
cMv at uw low rat of W eonta prr wok. a for
Colorado and Arizona to trade for
paid monthly.
mm pa mooth.
WANTED Highest cam price paid
Albuquerque property.
Talk wltn
for second hand household goods. M.
me. T. L. McSpadden, 300 South
idrertlilng Bates Made Know on Application
Ellison, 405 South First street. Colo.
Broadway.
'phone, Red 131.
in Hrito a hmr br nottfrms u
or mo paper.
tetahr on any
LOST.
seeo
WANTED Gentlemen 8
ahould ho addrmed to
aVB Wttr and remittance
615 South First street,
No.
clothing.
Diamond
ear ring. Return to
Tub CmuM Pvbumumo ConranT. Draft,
Albuquerque Ca3h Grocery Co. Good
south of viaduct. Send address and
cbaeka. poatnfnro and axpreaa monoy orders
proprietor.
will call. R. J. Sweeney,
reward.
not ha aiada Dayabia to tfaa ardor of the
WANTED White man and wife for LOST A large green shopping bag.
ooa TiiPHOii
small hotel; woman to be good cook
Return to Mrs. F. M. Parker, No.
CoJorado
Automatic 183
909 West Copper avenie.
and man a gsod rustler. For Information, address Charles Jones,
found.
Thoreau, N. M.
A LAGGING IN
Photo pin, gold frame. Pic
WANTED Two men in each county FOUND
ture of lady and child. Owner can
to represent and advertise bard-warrecover same by calling at this
REALTY TRANSFERS
department, put out samples
office and paying for this notice.
of our goods, etc. Traveling position or office manager. Salary, S90 FOUND Lady's gold ring, ruby set,
by Howard Mann, of 723 Nortn
per month, cash weekly, with all exUp
Fourteenth street. Owner can have
penses paid In advance. We furnisri
February Does Not Show
same by calling at this office and
610, 234
everything. Department
paying for this notice.
Well With January
Fifth avenue, the Columbia House,
Chicago, 111.
This Time.
AGENTS WANTED,
Co
AGENTS make fti daily, selling the On Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horses
cheanest and most perfect water Wagons and other Chattels; also on
filter ever invented. Retails at f2. SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE RE
HOME BUILDERS DO THE BUYING
Big profit. Exclusive territory. Sen- CEIPTS, as low as $10.00 and as high
eca Filter Co., Seneca, Mo.
as $200.00. Loans are quickly nade
Sn far February has been a dull
Time:
One
and strictly private.
SALESMEN WANTED.
month for the real estate men, accord
Experienced in any month to one year given. Goods re
SALESMAN
In to the records. For the first ten
our rates
In your possession,
line, to sell general stores in New main
days of the month, the Bales weie
reasonable. Call and see us be
Mexico: an unexcelled specialty are
apace with the sales for January and
borrowing.
Dronosltlon. Commissions and $35 foreTHE
January was a very lively month In
LOAN CO.
weekly for expenses. The Con- SteamshipHOUSEHOLD
realty, but since that t)me the trade
tickets to and from all
company, Cleve- Jewelry
tinental
growing
gradually
dull,
parts of the world.
has been
Ohio.
wnru an the month has grown older
Rooms 8 and 4, Grant Bldg.
trustworthy
been
Energetic,
have
WANTED
the
sales
315 West Railroad Ate.
The bulk of
man to work in New Mexico, repre
PRIVATE OFFICES.
in residence properties in the eastern
com
oe
manufacturing
large
make
apparently
chapel
to
sentlne
addition, homehuilders
Open Evenings.
enough at Burroughs
month,
im
per
Very
pany.
fit)
Salary
little
to
f90
purchasers.
in. ih nrnnprtv changing hands.
a corporal of the guard.
expenses
advanced.
weekly:
is
mnmreit
nald
WANTED A good and faithful
THIS IS THE NEXT.
daya In
MOST
franBfprn for twentv-threAddress, with stamp, J. H. Moore,
preacher to sing, pray, preach and
Albuquerque, N. M.
Vbruary have been as follows:
talk in this vicinity. Pleasant Grove
One four-rooSequachee (Tenn.)
frame house, modern
Fehruarv 1 A. W. Bamlirook an
correspondence,
FOR RENT.
lots
Till
ifn in. Mrs. Sarah B .Overstreet,
brick on tit ai
One
News.
Apply
rooms.
Furnished
RENT
FOR
street, both for
1 and 8. block 18. Eastern addition
The wav :f tiie insurance man is
street
511
Third
South
at
Gospel.
A Healinn
SI
S3 600 03- hard.
The Rev. J. C. Warren, pastor of FOR RENT Two furnished rooms,
February 1 A. L. Martin to J. W
Ga.,
Belair,
street.
209 South Amo
Baptist Cchureb,
Brown, fraction lot 5, block 6, Lewis
"The price of leather is going up Sharon
addition and fracion of again," remarked the president of the says of Electric Bitters: "It's a God FOR RENT Rooms tor nousekeep
Rented all the f! "
a
me
of
lng. 524 West Railroad avenue.
send to mankind. It cured
for. $20 each. A 7
lot r. block 6. Eastern addition, fl
company.
railway
steel
complete
back, stiff joints, and
per cent investment.
February 2 A. M. King and wife
Ftrtl RENT One furnished room, for
"Let 'er go," said the flippant young lame
collapse. I was so weak U
of lots superintendent.
an JamM F.nlehart. south
gentlemen. 410 West Coal avenue,
"I've got enough to nhvsical
mile.
took me half an hour to walk a
23 and 24. Baca addition, SI.
RENT Rooms for light house
keep us In straps for ten years."
Two bottles of Electric Bitters have FOR
PORTERFIELD CO.,
February 2 George V. Harrison t
keeping. 524 South Second street.
nave
I
strong
wanted
so
me
Just
made
oiock
Office, 110 West Gold Avenue.
Longworth?
Mck
and
Mercler,
lots
i.
L"ngworth?
l
Albert
Three-room- ,
nunishe
RENT
FOR
feel
Who oil, yes, certainly, the three miles in 50 minutesIt'sand
.Perea addition, fl.
tent and other rooms after the 16th,
made a
February 2 Fred J. Otero to Albert fellow who was married in the White like walking three more.
from 110 to $15 per month. Mrs Nolarlal
remedy
Greatest
me."
3,
of
new
man
work and conveyancing,
name
of
lot
a
how
feet
Mercler, north three
house. Isn't it strange
E. K. Norria, 624 St. John street,
Stomach,
Liver
all
and
for
weakness
memory?
addition,
fl.
tilock 4, Perea
will slip from one's
Sold under
and Kidney complaints.
FOR SALE.
February 3 Mrs. Mollle Nelson and
George Washington had retired to guarantee at all druggists. Price 50c FOR SALE All lots in Coronada
koBband to J. W. Chasten, lot 12, block
CO
Mount Vernon and was enjoying him12, Eastern addition, f200.
Place. T. L. McSpadden, 300 South
o
CD
Postmaster at Glorieta.
c
February 3 J. W. Chasten to A. L. self on the old farm.
Broadway.
An31
H.
W.
Congress
Delegate
tj
who
to
friend
eld
an
S
$10.
"No,"
he
said
your
Martin, same property as abovs,
OR
TRADE
postmasRENT
lJsi
SELL,
for
recommended
drews,
has
oration
the
A.
him
deliver
to
X
had asked
February 3 J. C. Baldridge to O.
property with T. L. Aicspaaaen, suu
ter at Glorieta, Santa Fe county, O.
Iorterfleld, lots 7, 8 and 9, block 19, of the day at a Fourth of July celebraBroadway.
South
and
Fe,
Santa
formerly
InJohn,
of
II.
such
all
I
must decline
tion, "no,
Hunlng Highland addition, $10.
Rio
13000 of stock in
vitations. My farm demands so mucu at present station agent for the Santa FOR SALE
February 3 Broadway Land &
f200
Mill
Co.
for
Woolen
Grande
Fe
at
railway
Glorieta.
oi
none
I
3n
company to Robert A. LUlle, of my time that can devote
Address Felix, Citizen office.
iiave even declined
02
lot 8. block 31. Eastern addition, fl7o. it to pleasure. a 1 magazine
m tj
Arkansas.
Man
in
Luckiest
good
TRADE)
bus!
on
A
SALE
OR
FOR
article
'
February 3 H. C. Paulsen and wife an offer for
am the luckiest man in Arkan
'I
Mc
L.
Dronerty.
T.
ness
for cltv
o
to Sarah T. Young, a piece of land in the battle of Trenton."
sas." writes H. L. Stanley, of Bruno
Broadway.
300
South
Spadden,
my
wife's
lioa Candelarias, fl.
of
restoration
the
"since
s
MUSIC.
IN
BARGAIN
A
WUK
SALE Ten thousand gallon
February 3 Ed Lembke and wife to
PI
Clayton, the singer, health after five years of continuous
(Joy)
80
W.
J.
cheap.
Heald,
H.
J.
cedar
tank
lan
of
j
feet
z4
Bacheehi,
lungs;
37x142
Oreste
some bills printed at this ollice coughing and bleeding from the to
East Grand ave. Colorado phone 62
the
good
my
in block 8, F. Armijo y Otero addition, had
fortune
I
owe
o
and
several
week,
and will make
this
three rings.
91,000.
greatest medicine, Dr. King's
nolnts in Dade county. Mr. Clayton world's Discovery
post
FOH
SALE Indian trading
Consumption,!
February 5 Surety Investment
for
New
givts
an expert in bis line and
good location and a paying business
will
experience
1
to Charles E. Newcomer, block is
from
know
which
CARDS
PROFESSIONAL
value received to his audiences
T. L. McSpadden, 300 South Broad
37, Perea addition, $100.
euro consumption if taken in time.
way.
February 6 L. K. StevenB and wife Stotts City, (Mo.) Sunbeam.
My wife im proved with the first botDENTISTS.
&
SALE Cheap. Fairbanks
to Lizzie C. Stevens, lot 5, block "A,"
A New Jersey legislative commit tee tle and twelve bottles completed the FOR
en
gasoline
power
and
coughs
worst
Morse
1'ark addition, flO.
the
Tarbell
Cures
cure."
Ida
Lawson,
Tom
has asked
DR. J. E. KRAFT,
gine. suitable for small pumping
February 7 T. G. Ames and wife and Attorney General Hadley to tell colds or money refunded. At all drugDental Surgeon.
McQuade.
u, 7
W.
Enquire
bottle
J.
plant.
Trial
Oil
$1.00.
and
gists.
50o
to Clara H. Roberts, lots 3, 4, 5, addiStandard
the
of
it what thev know
Rooms 15 and 16, Grant block, over
good
A
OR
TRADE.
8. 9. 10, 11 and 12, block 8. Ames
FOR
SALE
n"th
free.
for
company. Time must count
the Golden Rule Dry Goods company.
tion, f 1.
Schtimaker piano. A bargain.
lug In New Jersey.
Both 'phones. Appointments made by
THE OLD ABE MINE
L. McSpadden, 300 South Broadway
February 8 Kaufman Mandell and
IS AT WORK AGAIN. FOR SALE Small stock merchandise mail.
A Tarrytown, N. Y., man has gone
mV.ti to Ambrosio Candelaria, lot 11,
Edmund J. Aider. D. D. S.
The Old Abe company, which susblock "B," Springer addition, fl.
to jail and refused to accept, bail just
at a bargain. T. L. McSpadden, JU0
snows
Office
No. 306 Railroad avenue.
Broadway.
February 8 Michael Mandell and to prove he was right. A man who is pended work during the heavysteadily
South
hours, 8:30 a. m., to 12:30 p. m.; 1:30
wife to Ambrosio Candelaria, lot 12, right down lu that nelghliorhood can- and severe weather is again
riardman
A
hanusome
SALE
FOR
along
m. to 5 p. m. Telephone 462. Ap
Hock "B," Springer addition, fl.
not be any more lonesome in Jail than pegging nway, running a drift
piano, in fine condition and almost p.
pointments
made by mall.
the vein in order to determine the
particuFebruary 8 Broadway Land and In- out.
bargain.
For
new, at a
value of about, l.oot) feet r ground
office.
vestment company, lot ti, block 30.
this
lars,
call
at
LAWYERS.
Nat Goodwin has been making a that has never yet been touched.
Bastern addition, $200.
FOR SALE A good paying hotel in
and great hit playing "The Gilded Fool'
S. Rodey.
February 9 Israel Slocomb
Bernard
small town. T. L. McSpadden, 300
Subscribe for The Citizen and get
.
this
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWAlbuquerue
wife, lotB 1 and 2, block "Y," original in England. He lias played it In Eng
Broadway.
South
thu news.
country, too. That's why he's in
M. Prompt attention given to all
townsite, $800.
FOH SALE f25,0l)U rancn at a bar- N.
pertaining to the profession
February 9 J. C. Baldridge, et al land.
gain; will take small property in business
CARDS
PROFESSIONAL
practice In all courts of the territo Krl Hunt, part of log 1. 2, 3, 4, 5 DOING THE BEASTS A FAVOR.
wire, phone or Will
Write,
exchange.
tory aud before the United State
and 6, block G, Romero addition. $;100.
talk with F. L. McSpadden, 303 land office.
Louis Tritch and Ed MeUter male
BEAUTY CULTURE.
February 12 Andrea A. de Sando- a trip
Broadway.
South
Youngstowu this week, look
val to Mary MacUeehl, a triangular lag for towork for their horses. Saline
Ira M. Bona.
MRS. M. HELENA LEONARD,
FOR SALE A good general merchan.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW32 F street
piece or land situated near Tijeras
Institute.
business, with meat
grocery
Parisian
of
(O.)
dise
Graduate
and
News.
ville
D. C. Pensions,
Washington,
W.,
N.
avenue and the Santa Fe tracks, 1125.
latest
The
city.
buildings
included, and
for
New York
of
Late
market
caveats
February 131). A. Macpherson uuil
Nick Longworth spent nearly all el ofirntlflc Btmllance
Inquire, M. Dragoie, 300 lands, patents, copyrights,
and up to date
rent.
wife to John A. Cuneo, blocks 5 and ti, the first day of bis honeymoon playing nmthnita fn treatuie loo nair, mie
letter patents, trade marks, claims.
North Broadway.
R"."wT Dr Bryan.
Crant tract, $4uo.
the vi :lin. Mrs. Longworth has made
scalD. Complexion steaming and- FOR SALE Hotel, European plan ;
February 13 E. W. Wilson and her first mistake in the training of her and
Albuquer
ATTORNEY-AT-LAmanicuring and shampoo2li rooms, newly furnished in new
bleachine:
wife to Mary .1. Allen, east t;o feel ot new husband.
water
automatic
in it
city; a que, N. M. Office, First National
vwtrnlvLic
location
in
building;
best
avenue,
tot 3. block 40. Hunlng Highland addimassage. CIS West Gold
pfopoition. Reason Bank building
fine business
HAD TO PICK IT UP.
tion, fl.
p0j)s01
po,r
279.
health. Address,
selling,
phone
for
Auto
"I (nought you told me you
February 13 Pablo J. Yrlsairi to
.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWOffice Crcm
F. J , thls ftlllce.
City of Albuquerque, a tract of land driving the water wagon?"
UNDERTAKER.
FOR SALE 1700 will "buy "equity In well block. Albuquerque, N. M.
That's right, was. Hut I dr ippcd
in precinct 5, fl.
en the best
residence
Colo. Red 115.
.hone 310.
Auto
Surety
Investment be w hip."
ARCHITECTS.
February 14
in the city; wlil rent for $15
street
BORDERS,
A.
Maliaram,
lots
Spencer and V. O. Walling
to
Emanuel
tupany
W
F
leaving
town.
L
owner
F.
month;
City Undertaker.
1. 2. 3 and 4. block 25, Perea addition, ALL THE NEWS THAT'S FIT TO
ford, rooms 46 47. Barnett building
McSpadden. 303 South Broadway.
Building, Black
PRINT.
Commercial Club
Both 'phones.
Albuquerque, N.
$400.
,
r
double-baFOR SALE A
will soon kill hogs, and I have
and white hearse, $5.
February 1ti (1. A. Collins to M. V.
PUBLIC.
NOTARY
osl'Dtgun; bran new
reled,
Sena, lots and 2, block -- Q." Eastern the turnips. Come down, M. E. ('...
ASSAYERS.
never has been used: one of th
and have a meal with us. We will
ti,.. u n Maddison,
addition, fl.
best makes. Call at The Citizen of Otfiee with W. B. Childers, 117 fUt
February 1- U- Lloyd Hunsaker lo have huckleberry, peat h or cherry pie.
& COLLINS,
CORBET
lice for particulars.
I
have a black mare to swap for a Civil and Mining Engineers. United
Gold avenue.
Clarl J. Youngrool, lot 5, block o. Lewis
T
brick building,
FOR SALE Two-stirnni'.e. Come
Surveyors.
St Slmond's uilditiou, fl.
Mineral
AND BUILDER.
Deputy
States
"CONTRACTOR
rooms;
on
a
water
heat,
preacher
hoti
left
hot
without
We
sixteen
ale
February 18 Florence II. Chess an
ASSAYERS.
and cold water; gas and electric
A. L. Morgan.
husband to WaJlas V. Bacon, 40 feet the Tracy City circuit. I believe the East side of Plaza, Santa Fe. N. M.
lights in each room; lot 75x142 feet;
and
Congrcgatlonalists,
Mittudisls
THE INDEPENDENT CONTRACuf Iota 4, 5 and ti, block 1:',, Hunlng
HUST,
rooming
now.
will
and
lose
in;
Baptists
the
L.
lest
R.
swim
DR.
Highland addition, fl.
TOR AND BUILDER Estimates are
It looks like everything mean now
boarding house location In tho city;! cheerfully furnished; Job work solicFebruary 191). G. Giant to G. L.
Bldg.
N. T. Armijo
Office.
The devil
house nicely furnished; price and ited. Automatic phone, 724; shop at
AJtbeltner. lots lhii and 1ST, I. loci; 17. is the order of the day.
Tuberculosis treated with
Address, II. C., 911 North Second street, Albuquer
terms reasonable.
seems lo have leased I ennessen tor a
V. Armijo addition, f:)5o.'
Gerand
Electrical Current
care o' Citizen.
que, N. M.
February 19 K. H. Dunbar and wife period.
day
each
given
Treatments
The re aiv hardly church members micide.
FOR SALE OR TRADE Are you Into Mrs. F. H. Taylor, lots 1 ami 2.
8 a. m. to 4 p. m. Trained nu
from
PHYSICIANS.
I
some
mines?
have
terested in
Mock "Y." original townsite, fsoo.
Both 'phones.
In attendance.
said to be good deals. Talk with
Ftbruary 20 J. W. Hall, et al, to
o
A. L. MAHAFFEY, M. D.
me.
T. L. McSpadden, 300 S.
CLKASMNO
Jtainio Hall, lot S, block 21, original
Physician
& J. D. NUSBAUM,
H.'
8r8'on
DRS.
W.
Homeopathic
AN It HKAI.INU
townsite, f 1.
Whiting building, over
25,
FOR SALE OR THAuiv 2 rooming
Venn's drug store. Automatic
February 21 Broadway Laud and
Physicians and Surgeons,
houses. T. L. McSpadden, 300 South
Otllee over Hickox Ai Maynard s JewIntent ment company to G. L. Althel-uar- ,
telephone, 410.
Broadwayelry Store, Second streot.
lot 3, blotk "J," Eastern addi- CATARRH
,
DRrwTG. SHADRACH,
Foit SALE V
la
tion. fl50.
i
LAND MATTERS- k dwelling in the Highlands;
February 22 G. A. Thirlou and Ely's Cream Balm
to Eye, Ear, Nose
bath, electric lights, cel- Practice limited
i lose in;
ItuMband to C. K. Morgan, lot lo, Nich-and Throat.
H. W. S. Otero.
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The State National Bank
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Capital Paid In
Surplus and Profits

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:
FARR, Vice President; J.
HERNDON, Cashier; Roy McDONALD, Assistant Cashier;
E. A. MIERA, I. A. DYE, J. A. WEINMAN, F. H. STRONG,
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PAPER
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CASTRO IS PUT
UNDER REVIEW
Showing

2u Lots, 50x142 Feet, Each in
Block Q. R. K. and L.

Grafting Methods of
Venezuela's Dictator
IN THE

ATHLETIC

A

WORLD

A

Schools of Washington and
Baltimore Have Meet
at Capital.
RECORD

EXPORT

Washington,

Feb.

EASTERN

ADDITION-HIGHLAND-

A

Outside of
no one
In WaHhington is fully informed as to
the nature of Judee W. J. Calhoun's
import on the controversy between
eresldent Castro and the New York,
Bermudez Asphalt company. It is
known, however, that the company is
making earnest efforts to secure an
arbitration of the whole controversy
kefOre an International tribunal.
Numerous conflicting repots ema
nate from Washington correspondents
as to the Calhoun report. All that Is
definitely known here, however, is that
the report has been handed In and
that, as a result, Secretary Roct has
instructed Minister Russell to make
renewed effort s to secure a settlement with Castro.
A few weeW before the Calhoun report -- was submitted, Clyde Brown,
treasurer of the
"asphalt
trust,"' was sent to Venezuela, at the
suggestion of Venezuela, conveyied
"ihvough the American state depart-lr.'-nt- ,
to make a final endeavor for a
sei 'lement.
Mr. Brown has Just returned from
Venezuela. He failed to Induce Castro
tu igree to any reasonable basis of
compromise; but he ascertained that
about 23,000 tons of asphalt had been
extracted from the company's mines
lnce they were seized by President
Castro. This asphalt was shipped to
Ihe
company and the A.
L. Barber company of New York, both
controlled by Amzl L. Barber, who has
been selling the asphalt in competition
with the New York, Bermudez company, which claims ownership of the
property.
This asphalt is sold by
A. H. Carner, custodian of the mines.
Tor $5 a ton, and is marketed by A. L.
Barber for about $18 a ton. This
makes a profit of approximately $300,-00which has been realized since July.
1904. by President Castro. Carner and
Barber out of these asphalt mines.
While Mr. Brown was in Caracas,
and when negotiations which rne conducted through Minister Russell were
apparently proceeding to a successful
end, there was a sudden hitch. The
Venezuelan government seemed to be
impeding the negotiations. Simultaneously it was found that Mr. Carner
had suddently made arrangements to
send another shipload of asphalt to
the United States. Strong protests;
were made but were of no avail. This
brought all negotiations to an end.
The full correspondence on this subject has now been submitted to the
state department.
Many explanations are given for
Castro's strange performance of inviting these negotiations and then
suddenly terminating them. One ex
planaiion is that he coquetted with the
asphalt trust In order to extort a
greater share of the cash profits from
Barber and the other Americans who
are enjoying the benefits of the Castro
exploitation. Having forced the Barber interests to "produce," the Vene-y.utlpresident again called "check"
24.

the president and his cabinet,
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unsold.
y
These Lots face on Sixth Street and are y
beauties. Price for the two only $325.
y
$20 down, balance $10 per month.
Call today or you may be too late.'
Only two Lots at original plat prices remain

S

$100 to $150 per Lot. $10 Down, $4 per
Month. Call Early to get First Choice.
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Office Surety Investment Co.
D. K.

Office Surety investment Co.
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THE FEARFUL DANGERS OF

I'KOPOSALS FOR BARN. Depart
ment of the Interior. Office of Indian
Affairs, Washington, D. C, February
, iwb.
sealed proposals, endorsed
"Proposals for Barn, Zuni School, New
Mexico, and addressed to the Com
mlssioner of Indian Affairs. Wah
ington, D. C, will be received at the
Indian office until 2 o'clock n. in
March 20, 190C, for furnishing and delivering the material and labor nec
essary to construct and' complete a
stone barn at the Zunl Indian school,
New Mexico, In Btrlct accordance with
plans and peciflcaUong and Instruc
tions to bidders, which may be examined at this office, the offices at The
Litizen, Albuquerque, N. M.; Improvement Bulletin, Minneapolis, Minn.;
American Contractor, Chicago, 111.;
Construction
News,
Chicago, 111.;
Builders & Traders' Exchanges
at
St. Paul, Minn.,' Minneapolis, Minn.;
Milwaukee, Wia., and Omaha, Neb.;
the Northwestern Manufacturers' Association, St. Paul, Minn.; the U. S.
Indian Warehouse at 119 Wooster
street, New York City. 205 Soutn
Canal street, Chicago, 111., 602 South
Seventh street, St. Louis, Mo., 815
Howard etreet, Omaha, Neb., and 23
Washington street, Sun Francisco,
Cal.. and at the school. For further
information, apply to Douglas B.
Graham, superintendent,
Zuni, New
Mexico. C. F. Larrabee, Acting

KillsPami

o&ris

MISSIONARIES IN CHINA

Liniment;

CAPT. GRATE HUTCHESON, U. 8.
A., WHO PERSONALLY INVESTIGATED THE MASSACRES
AT
POATINFU, WRITES TRUTHFUL,
IF DREADFUL, DETAILS OF THE

Price

1

-- 13

NOTICE

FOR PUBLICATION.

(Small Holdlnn Claim No. 68.)
Department of the Interior, Unite
States Land Office, Santa Fe, N. ML.

January

24, 1906.

Notice is hereby given that th following named claimant has filed av
tlce of bis Intention to make flnal
proof in support of her claim under
sections 16 and 17 of the act of Man
S, 1891. (26 Stats., 854), as
ameadM
by the act of February 11, 189S.
2T
Stats., 470). and that said proof win
be made before the United State
court commissioner at Albuqnenw.
N. M., on March 10, 1906,
tU.:
Beatrts Mora d RoHitin
Jesus Sedlllo, deceased, for the 8 n.
C. No. 686, ln lot 1, sec. 86, T. 7
N,
R. 2 E.. and sec. 81. T. 7 v . p
n
and lot 2. sec. 8, T. 7. N., R. 2 E.
She names the following witnesses
to prove her actual, continuous,
adverse possession of said tract for
twenty years next preceding; the survey cf the township, vis.:
Esteban Rael, of Valencia, N.
:
Bernardino Sedlllo. of El Cerro, N. it
U.
Lstanlslao Otero, of El Hnrm xi w Amada Otero de Sedlllo, of El Cerro

ments should not really be called
treatments, but suggestions.
To sum It up, the whole theory
would be about this:
D.
Washington.
Hearing only bea ut If ul nounds proC. Feb. 24. Thu
massacre of American missionaries in
duces beautiful ears.
China is the first of the alarming
Looking at beautiful things makes
consequences which the government
leautiful eyes.
officials In Washington are seeking to
Touching levely things mnkes lovely
avert. In the threatened
hands.
uprising.
Smelling sweet odors makes arisSome idea, of the (situation
In
tocratic noses.
which the missionaries find them
Of course, not every woman lias the
selves may be had from the story of
environment or leisure to surround
the massacre at Paotinfu, in the
herself with
things.
Boxer uprising of 1900. This account
But that doesn't make much of any
N. M.
was prepared by Capt. (Vote Hutch- difference, Mrs. Pomeroy says. If
eso nof the Sixth Cavalrj, U. S. A..
Any person who degtraa tn
you are where there are 'bad smells,
against the allowance of sum nmnr
wno was on tne ground and took
don't 6mell them. If you are where
every pains to secure the plain undls-torte- d
or who knows of any substantial rear
things are unlovely, don't see them.
son under the laws and regulations
facts. Here is whal he says:
To some of her patients she will
of the interior department why och
"The following Presb:erian min
prescribe Bottlchelli's spring for u
isters, Mr. and Mrs. fimcox and
dull eye, or the Moonlight sonata for
F.vvi uuuia noi De allowed,
given an opportunity at the will hed
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
a line between the eyes, or maybe a
three children, Dr. and Mrs. Hodge
'
'
'
Dr.
Y.
George
time and place to
e
'
and
Taylor, lived in
dozen or so American Beautv roses
(Homestead Entry No. 6048.)
--'- V'
the witnesses of said claimant,
j
for a red nose.
several building located in one com
pepartment of the Interior, Land Of- - and offer evidence ln rebuttal
pound, situated near the villaee of
HWI''SI1 CAitioo., oiiuwiiu
of that
ivnosioNARIES IngBut anyhow, Mrs. Pcmerov la com-- '
nce at Santa Fe, New Mexico, Jan submitted by claimant.
Changchiachuang,
CUTTIXQ OUT THE EYES OF
lying about one
over to this country soon to make
A DEAD CHINAMAN
mile north of the gate of the city.
a study of the
MANUEL R. OTERO.
American
i
.u
Pound, with a knowledce of the nro- .ow.n,6Cena,n1ehderBeebtyt1e8
On the fourth dav of the
Register.
sixth
LVa
a
form
.....
of
..
......
examination
.
..
.
'
'
M.1
has
...,.ll..
iviLiueKt' nidTiin i.iiin.. Ait m i n
iiiKino- Tin nr nn
l.n
4uiuii.
as to their KUilt. according tn ihe beautiful and young if she Is beautiful of his Intention to make final proof In
NOTICE
Miss Gould and Miss Morrell were general custom
tween 4 and 5 o'clock in the after- FOR PUBLICATION.
and young, and how to become so tf support of his claim,
of the Boxers.
and that said
noon, the compound was surrounded taken out of the comuounrl unrl into
in the afternoon, about 6 she is not.
Iate
(Small
proof
will
be
Holdinr
Claim Wn eon
before
'
made
probate
the
cityMiss Gould appears to have o'clock, perhaps,
and attacked by Boxers, and villagers, ?he
Mrs. Pomeroy herself is over GO
party was
clerk at Albuquerque, New Mexico, on Department of the Interior. Unit
the attack being led by a local Boxer oeen so greatly frightened bv ihe conducted out ofthetheentire
years
old,
though
she
is
look
to
said
city. During
States land office, Santa Fe, N. H
March 6, 190G, Hz.;
leader of minor rank, named Chu Tu rough and brutal conduct of the the day Miss Gould had
recovered scarcely 30.
January 29. 1906.
Manuel Chaves y Turrleta, of Ber- Tze. known throughout the city ns a Chinese, that she had fainted from and was able to walk.
Notice is hereby given that the follonauuo county, New Mexico, for the
ruraan ana bad character generally, shock and fear, and remained in a
The following
was adopted: THREE HAD NARROW
lot 4, and the southeast quarter of the wing-named
e
claimant has filed
but. who, the dav before, hart been more or less comatose condition for The hands were method
bound and and held
of his Intention to make flnal
southwest quarter of section 19, town
presented with a gilt button bv the Bom time and was unable to walk. in front of the body,
the wrists about
proof In support of his claim under
ESCAPE FROM DEATH ship 9 north, range 3 east.
niehtne (provincial
Ting She was accordingly bound hand and the height of the neck;
Judge),
a rope was
He names the following witnesses sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
foot and slung on a pole or lance, as then tide
Yund.
about
the wrists, passing
to prove his continuous residence 3, 1191, (26 Stats., 854), as amended
This button, which was worn by ' piKS ure ca,T'ert In China, and taken to the rear around the neck, thence to IN SHAFT OF WHITE TANKS upon
,he ci,yand cultivation of said land, viz.: by the act of February 21, 1893, (27
Miss Morrell, being a the wrists of the next person
the man at at the time of the attack,
MINE YOUNG
behind,
BOY'S
FRIGHT- Gregorio Apodaea y Candelarla, of Stats., 470), and that said proof wUl
was in the nature of a decoration or t,al'1ess woman, of considerable moral thence about the neck, and so on.
FUL PLUNGE.
AiDuquerque, New Mexico; Francisco be made before the United States
badge of distinction, and was pre-- ! 8, rt'nK,h wasi abl to walk, and did The child was not bound, but ran
uriego, or Albuquerque, New Mexico; court commissioner at Albuquerque.
ln 1hls manner, Miss Gould be-h- is along, clinging to
sented by ihe niehtae as indicating
her
mother's
dress.
Three persons, two young women Manuel Antonio Pena, of Pajarlto, N. M., on March 9, 1906, vis.:
appreciation of the man's sent nn,i nK carried and Miss Morrell walking.
The end of the rope in front was and a boy, had a narrow escape
Placido Salazar y Otero, for the S.
New Mexico; Ramon Lopez, of Albu
energy in the Boxer movement.
J'".1"'"18 'ea v.KiVllf halr' thoy wero feized by two men, and the doomed death in the shaft of the Gila from
(Sold querque, New Mexico.
H. C. No. 698, for lot 1, sections 26
temple, party, thus led in single file, all lxjde company's
lu th?
As soon as the compound was at- mine, In the White
and 26; lots 8 and 4, sections 23, 24.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
of tlle headquarters of the Box-i- bound together, like Chinese crim
ntioiinrt nll 'one
tacked the persons
Tanks district, the other uftermion,
25 and 26; lot 2, section 25, township
er8, where ,,u'y
H
Register.
y. En inals, viewed by an
took refuge in one buil
throng
Immense
fron
says
Phoenix Gazette.
7 north, range 2 east.
o
til. linr.,, ...Is,,... .t n.ht1. h7 nV. l.l ,'OH,e Ulp s'ri't'ts were thronged with of the populace, were led through the Thethemine
to the "trust."
is under the management
He names the following witnesses
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
"
streets,
"
passing
out
by
gate
nerend themselves. All other build- , '
the
south
T ;Y," "V",
of Superintendent S. W. Haines, one
to prove his actual continuous adverse
to the place of execution at the of
SOMETHING IS DOING
(Homestead Entry No. 8687.)
the best known mining men in this
possession of said tract for twenty
IN ATHLETIC FIELDS.
southeast corner of the wall.
... 14 . II.!.
...... no ,1
.. Department
tiai-- . r.f
Ita
u.
of the Interior, Land Of years next preceding the survey of
I.,
it'rnlU I.ffm-- t t. nun. .la
"
"
"
"
"
,
Here
were
being
uerense
all
.
bv
was
7
by
executed
Washington, D. C. Feb. 2i. The
made
the besieireK
flee at Santa Fe, New Mexico, Jan the township, viz.:
BtlltH was n'a(!'mi; iiiiuu 10 auuw
Neither does beheaded, except the child ..W i,t
ul".... w..,. n 1,.in m .......1.....
t., t-,- . "
UI4.II
,u,.- third annual interscholastic athletic in the course nf
-H
uary 30, 1906.
iJesus Oarcia. of Valencia, N. M.;
.vl .l!M4lj t l(.1 4U4;it
'
wes
separated
by
a
boxor.
meet of this city will be held at Con
s-'
Notice Is hereby given that the fol Meliton S. Otero, of Peralta, N. M.;
the shaft, unless by his permission.
The
insebodies
he&ds
and
were
i
ttimj
muuun nan tins evening. A very it. oiui
ine crowd ironi nell, one child, and William Cooper,
on Sunday, there was quite lowing named settler has fllod notice Salvador M. Gonzales, of Albuquerque.
curely buried in one pit, ubout forty However,
ambitious program has been prepared "e of the "Plier windows iu a vain were am0 brought to the
intention to make final proof In N. M.; Juan Sanchez y Apodaea of
a large party of gentlemen from Phou- - of
yards
wall,
the
from
to
l'ffort
south
l
disperse.
about
it
and
Finally
in(hlce;
and nearly all the schools, highschoois,
temple, and presumably all were rtievenly yards from the corner.
nix and Huckcye
looking over the support or nis ciaim, and mat saiu; Peralta, N. M.
suc(,essful
effort
was
to
set
made
business
schools and preparatory 't
property and while Ihe mouth of the proor will be mnde before the probate
Any person who desires to protest
"n alter, tne
schools of this city, Baltimore and "rt; lo lno "ul,alnKshafi was unguarded temporarily the clerk at Albuquerque, New Mexico, on against the allowance of said proof, or
two
',f
1,aul
Ml''
8ons
si,nicoxlnmg,
overal other cities, will be represent-who knows of any
two girls and the boy took advantage March 6, 1906. viz.:
reason
r
respectively, anoiu
d amonir the entries for thP LuK-r- -n
John A. Sweeney, of Bernalillo under the laws and substantial
to get a peep at the
the
of
situation
regulations of the
15 and 7 years, rushed from the build- - FOR
NOSES-BREATHE
on the list. The program in
county
Mexico,
New
1,
6
lots
for
the
Interior
underground workings.
department why such proof
ney w ere
10 escape suiiocauon.
.
lUdes three one m'vents. jimonr thpni '"K
The shaft ib :mo feet deep, and af and 7, of section 1, township 8 north, should not be allowed, will be given
.
immediate v set upon by 'he crowd
i
range
2
m
east.
a
a
an
ter tiiey hail explored the bottom they
'
opportunity at tlie above mentioncut down
th.jr b.Klic.; own into
It promises to be onetm. cistlrnand
He names the following witnesses ed time and place to
e
started to retrace their steps e the
'
prove
of the most successful and interesting
to
his
continuous
residence the witnesses of said claimant, and to
top. The girls had just passed the
t
- house
upon
lh!: "tl?er 'nITU'S "f
of
scholastic meets ever held in this city.
cultivation
said
land,
and
viz.: offer evidence ln rebuttal of that sublevel and the boy was within a
perished in the iames.
James R. Bingham, John W. Bar-net- mitted by claimant.
t
few feet of the
level, when
The Chinese Christian
;id sor- - AND FOR WRINKLES IN THE FOREHEAD, LIST TO MUSIC NOT TOO he lost his hold on the ladder and
Manuel Lopez and Ell A. Can-trelBoston Light Guards.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
HORRID
to the number
perhaps
SOMETHING WRONG WITH
all of Albuquerque, New Mexico.
YOUR
Boston, Mass., Feb. 24. The third vants,
DIGESTION?
Register.
THE started on a frightful plunte 200 feet
twenty,
living
in
NEW
the
compound
also
CULT
BY
R.
MANUEL
CURES
OTERO,
SUGGESTION.
annual outdoor athletic games i.f the perished.
toward the bottom of the shaft. WorkRegister.
Lawrenct; Light Guard AUiletic assoHEAVEN REVEALED,
men who were standing at t lie
t
One Chinese Christ inn, who tried
By Benjamin Flske Barrett.
ciation of Melford will be hold at the
level thought lie would surely
your
If
eye
on
is
blink;
the
why
watch
sun
the
MERCHANT
to
pink
a
set
in
TAILORING
by
sky.
kill himself
jumping into the
Jirniory or tne Guard this evening, it
strike the girls on the ladder below
(383 pp. 5V4x7 inches; large type;
promises to be on,, of the creattvst dfatern, was taken theretrom, and re
him and swop them down with him,
OVER NO. 209 WEST
nt hlet le tournaments of the season. move" to the city, and tortured durro
tine cloth.)
but Just let re he reached them his UPSTAIRS.
RAILROAD
ing
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Program Prepared

Published Dally and "Weekly

By

W. T. MeCREIGHT

bill, which was n.ssed by the house
almost tinnnltnuus voto, nnd yesterday was reported
the senate, unumended, provides that a r;ite fixed by

the order is made.

go into effect for 30 days
This period la allowed to enable

after
rall-roa-

and shippers to adjust themselves to tin? change,
and to permit judicial proceedings, If any of the parties
affected desire to login the same.
The railroad senators demand amendments providing
for court review before the order of the commission shall
sysBo lDto effect at all. This Js merely continuing the
favored
and
the
railroads
which
privileges
special
of
tem
shippers have so long enjoyed. What would bo thought
jf a law providing that a board should fix tax valuation,
but that its decisions should not go into effect until there
had been a court review of such valuation? A public Im-or
provement, sewer, street, etc., is made, and a board
beneutlior public body assesses the cost according toassessfits. What would bo said of a provision that Its
ment should not become operative until the same had
been judicially reviewed? Any such provision would be
recognized as intolerable. It would load to endless delay
and confusion.
Then, too ,the fixing of railway rates is an administrative and not a judicial function. The only case in
wiilch courts can properly interfere is where nttack is
made on the legality of the rate fixed by the commisIs the law constitutional under
sion. For Instance:
'which the commission acted? Had the commission jurisdiction, that is, were all requisite steps taken to give
It the right to act? Js the rate fixed confiscatory, that
Is, under the guise of fixing a rate, has property
taken without making due compensation? Such questions as these are the only ones that a 'ourt has any
business t o consider.
The law's delay is an old complaint. Never, though,
has it been better grounded than now. Business transactions have been enormously accelerated by modern
Inventions, notably by 1he telegraph, cable, telephone
and steam railways. On the other hand, judicial proceedings are more tedious and expensive than ever before. The rich and powerful can stand delay, but to the
email dealer and manufacturer the delays mean ruin.
In this country we have gone court mad. in Ohio, for
Instance, a man who is convicted In the police court may
appeal first to the common pleas ct rt, then to The circuit court and finally to the supreme court. now run the
In the federal courts a proceeding must
gauntlet of three courts, the circuit court, the court of
npeals and tbe supreme court. The common people are
not intemper to submit to being further trifled with.
Those who are desirous of preserving the dignity and
power of the judiciary should see to it that those who
have been robbing the people do not transfer to the
courts the odium that now rests on them. The railway
rate regulation bill ought to limit instead of enlarge judicial interference.
(
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The

Bill
Statehood
believe that anything
Citizen does
not,

the
of Arbor Day,
and In response to a general demand from its members,
the American Civic. Association arranged for the preparation of the "Suggested Arbor Day Program," herewith
reproduced. The program is the work of Warren 11. Manning of Host on, vice president of the association's "OutMr. Manning has given much
door Art" department.
time anil thought to the subject of the most effective
observance of Arbor Day and the, program presented
herewith Is the fruit of close study and wide experience.
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are adjusting themselves to the conditions brought aUnit
by the creation of (he big Jemez Forest Reserve iu their our house.
,
Bobble
they are beginning to think that the
xuiKy. In
Freddie
creation of tho rcrvo will prove it good thing for them.
It really looks as If this would be the case In due time. sent to bed
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Double Crossed.
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ou stand it?
Pretty well, except wueu I'm bad and get
without any supper. Puck.
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Albuquerque Lodge, No. 'ASS. Fratheir
ternal Brotlierhood, will not ho.d evenregular meeting next Monday
ing, on ac.M.uni of heir inability to
gel. the hall, but on Tuesday evening,
February 2'.tl., the meiuners of tlio
above organization will bold an open
meeting. which will In- a sirictly invitation a fair, for the menii'crs nnd
their friends only. From 8 to 0 o'clock
Organizer .McLaughlin and wife will
cntcrtntn with a inusicale, afir-- which
the remainder of the eveniug will be
devoted to cards, dancing and other
amusements.
One of the most enpoyable affairs
of the season was that held at the
Casino on Friday evening. The hall
was beautifully decorated in green and
white, while the different colored
lights shed their soft rays on the assembled company. The young hostesses were most charming, In their
elaliorate evening gowns. The reception committee was as follows: The
Misses Mildred Marquette, Lucie ICdle,
Mae McMillin, Elsie Myers, Francis
Borders, Ethel Saint, Blanche Porter-fiel- d
and Jean Hubbs. Over one hundred Invitations were issued, most of
which were accepted.
I

I AM SHOWING A FINE LINE OF
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Young Men's Suits, Boys' Suits and
Children's Suits in the latest styles
A Fifle Given Away With Evcty Boy's Salt

DUNLAP OPENING DA Y FEBRUAR Y 17
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FINE CLOTHING and FURNISHINGS
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s Store
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St. John's Episcopal Churcn Corner
Fourth street and Silver avenue.
Holy Communion, 7:30 a, m.; Sunday
school, 10 a. m.; morning prayer and
sermon, 11 a. m.; evening prayer and
sermon, 7:30 p. m. All seats free. A.
C. Harrison, rector.
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Highland Methodist Church
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pairs men's fine shoes
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Our window display will
give you an inkling of the

ww
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shapes that stylish dressers
will wear, but come in and
caretully inspect the shoes
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themselves. We feel confident that if you are a man
who wants the best money
can buy we will have your
trade.
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SHOE STORE
121 Railroad Ave.

Wm. CHAPU
STEAM

CARPET

THORNTON The Cleaner
He Is the
Cleans everything.
Furniture Man. Moving, pack- Ing and shipping, unpacking and
settinir no. and la no UDStartat
the business. There Is no other lust Thornton. Both 'ohoccs.
737 South Walter Street.
JEMEZ HOT

SPRINGS
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ARMIJO, Prop,

GROWN
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PURE . CHILE
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STAGE LINE

Carries the UnlteC States mall;
only line with a change of stock en
route; good rigs, horses and drivers;
rig leaves Albuquerque every Monday
Wednesday and Friday at 5 a. m. For
particulars, address W. L. Trimble
Co., agents, Albuquerque, N. M., or J.
B. BLOCK, Proprietor, Perea. N. M.

Grown Sttidio
OVER POST HARDWARE CO.
215V-- J
West Railroad Ave.
Auto Phone, 320.

MELIN1 & EAKIN,

Albuquerque

For colds, coughs, bronchitis and all
lung diseases, use Compound Syrup
10 cents a bottlo at
of Eucalyptus.
o
Kuppe's.
I'on't forgot the free lunch at the
White Klephant this eveniuu
Try a Citizen want d- -

Oar

Wholesale liquor and

Dealers

Exclusive Agents for Yellowstone and O. F. C. WTiIskles, Moet
Chandon White Seal Champagne, Ct. Louis A. B. C. Bohemian and
Jos. Schlitz Milwaukee Bottled Beers, and owners and distributors
of the Alavarado Whiskey. Write for our Illustrated Catalogue and
Price List. Automatic Telephone, 199. Salesroom, 111 South First
Street, Albuquerque, New Mexico.

MAKING CLAIMS WE CAN FILL

AND THEN FILLING THEM RIGHT UP TO THE BRIM, IS THE
REASON WE HAVE ONE OF THE BEST AND MOST COMPLETE
DRUG STORES IN THE SOUTHWEST.

B. IT.

BRIGGS & COMPANY
PHARMACY

PROP'S. ALVARADO

Real Estate

FOR "ARHIGHEST

o;

THE NAME

Novelty WorKs
First St. and Gold Ave.
F. 8. HOPPING, Proprietor
321 South Second Street
of
Just received, large shipment and
KXDCOCxOOaOOCOOCOXXXXXXXXD
Cleveland, Rambler, Columbia,
all
of
Repairing
Ulcycles.
A LARGE STOCK OF NEW AND Tribune
Woolton & Myer,
buying give us a call.
SECOND
HAND
BICYCLES
FOR kinds. Before
SALE AT HARRY T. JOHNSON'S
RtONECR BAKKRY
BICYCLE STORE.
SIMON BALLING, Proprietor.
THE FIFTY-CEN(Successor to Balling Broa.)
SUNDAY DINNER AT ZEIGER'S
WEDDING CAKE3 A SPECIALTY
RESTAURANT
AND RENTALS
CANNOT BE EXCELLED.
We desire patronage and wa guarTRY IT
TOMORROW, FROM 12 TO 3 P. M.
antee first class baking. Albuquerque.
Ranches
207 S. First Street.
and Farms
ASK YOUR
GROCER
NOLDS
BEST," VERY
PATENT FLO UK,

o;
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First Baptist Church The preaching services, morning and evening,
will be conducted by the acting pastor, Robert L. Kellev.
Subjects as
11 a. m. "The Certainty of
follows:
Salvation." 7:30 p. m. The Present
Tense of Salvation." Bible school at
9:u0 a. in. The Bible school is in
creasing In attendance and
new
classes are being formed. U. Y. P. U.
at 0:30. The Young People's Society
expects to give a musical and literary
ntertalnment, Friday. March !tth, tor
the benefit of the church treasury.
The music includes the following:
Morning
Anthem by choir, entitled
Sing Alleluia Forth (D. Buck).
Evening Male
Quartette Messrs.
Bcane. Heatherington,
Patchcii and
Heatherington
Mr.
will
Collision
sing "The Holy City," as a solo.
Connreaatlonal Church Locate,
the east end of the viaduct. Rev.
Sunday school
. Barron, pastor.
0:4"i a. in. Morning service at 11
o'clock. The pastor will speak on the
topic, "Vicarious Faith." Anthem by
the choir, "Hide Thou Me." Mrs.
Washburn will sing a solo, entitled.
"He Was Despised," from the Mes
Young
siah.
Peonies' Society ot
p. m.
Christian Endeavor at
Evening service at 7:3u. Topic o
sermon, "The Place of Fvil in t:ie Development of character." Miss Viola
Kramer will sing a solo. Mrs. Gibbs
will render the beautiful selection.
"The Ninety and Nine." bv
Campion.
Mrs.
Sarah
Wathena
Brown, of Chicago, who bandits the
harp magnificently, and puts real soul
Into it s vibrations, will give the following selections on that Instrument:
"Air iimn." by Thomas; "Nearer My
God to Thee,"
Rider; Shriner Soinr.
Gounod; "Rock of Ages," arranged for

-x-x

best shoes hut it stands
equally for honest advertising.

0

M.

the young people. Sunday school at
9:4") a. m., Junior League at 3 p. ni.,
Senior League at t:3o p. m. Let the
older people come out to the children's
service, to encourage them in their
work. And for- the same reason, let
them attend the services for the
young
evening.
people
in
the
Strangers made welcome.

x-x-

0

o
Church Ser- 0
First Presbyterian
vices tomorrow (Sunday), Fob. 2oth,
in Elks' Opera House. Sunday school
at 9 : 4 r, a. m., public worship at 11 a. 0
m. and 7:30 p. m., conducted by Rev.
Warren H. DuBose. Junior Christian
Endeavor at 3 p. m., Christian En- 0
deavor at ti:45 p. m.
The Sunday
school will meet in the amin auditorium, instead of the ball room. All 0
stronger cordially invited to attend
the services of the church.
0
Sollie, pastor. At 11 o'clock, a special
service will be given the children.
They will take charge of the choir
service, and the pastor will preach a
sermon for their special benefit. At
7:30 p. m., the pastor will preach to

o

clean up stock
yearly and open
season with new goods.

0
Christian Church Meets in the
Commercial Club building. Sunday
school at Hi a. m. At 11 o'clock Dr. J.
H. Garrison of St. Ixmis will preach.
There will be no eveuing service.
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The boss chemist of the United' States government
has issued his regular biennial announcement that mill
ions of babies are killed every year by impure cow's
milk. And Prof. Emil von Behring. the great. Berliner.
who discovered the diphtheria serum, rushes to the front
with the cheering information that he has found a serum
or a bacteria, bacillus or some other breed of lntlnites- imal bug, which, pumped into the cow in her early youth.
w,H rob her of her habit of producing impure milk. The
great United Slates chemist is all right. More power to
his statistics:
The great German professor is all right.
More power to his microscope:
But, the millions of babies will keep on dying from
milk. When the tick cow isn't yielding the deadly lacteal, unclean handling will be working night, and day.
Then, hurrah fur the United Slates mother who can and
will nurse her children at her own
fount:
Hurrah for the honest, human mother, who feels that
g
is ,i duty imposed by the lxrd, who gives
up her swashing around in society, her dances, her the
aters, and nic;. through her incorriinl ible breast, a
st
strong-lunge- d
citizen to the United
Slates, instead ot an infant's corpse or a chronic invalid!
Hurrah, again, for the noble woman, in silks or calicoes,
who looks at the child of her bosom and says, "God gave
this soul to
not to a cow, and
wljl do all my duty to
God. my country and my child:"
Not all women can nurse their offspring, but the
grave-diggeami bacteria thrive largely on the denied
'progeny uf those who can an, I will not. Go on, little
nursing mother of :,.! modest home, with your
You are helping to make a nation's strength
and vou are uivhiL- ibo ilie.l man who conies home at
night a glimpse of heaven that makes him a better man
harp, by Mrs. Brown. Tills will he a
for, while he might be tempted to kick a nursing lKittlt
sacred concert of no mean order anil
he'll surely kiss bat mot her. look on your face.
all seats are free.

While it has not been olticially
Tucumcari News:
su stated by the railway companies yet, nevertheless it Is
an accepted fact that the Southewestern has closed a
contract for the lease of the Rock Island from Tucumcari to Santa Rosa. D. Sherwood, the foreman of the
Dawson yards, we are told, has in his possession blue
Wearisome.
prints, iu which seven miles if yard trackage are laid
Widow If John hud onlv miide a will there wouldn't
rt for this place. The building of this additional yard
room will begin right away, and the deal between the lie all this ditliculty about the property.
Visitor Do the lawyers bother you"
tkMithwetUern ami the Rock Island will be formally anWidow Bother me?
Tbev almost worry me to
nounced just as soon as motive power now under repairs
I
dechlle I i,nil n,,u nlinOKI wish that Jollll
in the Baldwin Ijocomdtlve Works can be delivered to death.
hadn't died.-Lonthe Kouthwestern company.

Sheep raisers

.

SATURDAY,

WHERE TO WORSHIP

Berkeley, Oil., Feb.
24.
Professor John
Fryder, head of the
department of oriental languages, in the
State University, ha3
found in a Chinese
newspaper, just received from ' Peking,
an item which contains startling news
bearing on',, threat
ened trouble in China
The paper states
that the Chinese gov
ernment has ordered
from a German man
ufacturer a million
small arms and 100
cannon in prepara

which

in answer to an inquiry by Hi
l.as Vegas Optic:
New Mexican on the subject, we may say that we be
lieve it would do fully as much good to send the major
ity of our county school superintendents to the National
lOducational Association at Louisville ;ls it would to send
a kindergartner to a Greek college. From the very fact
that the city school superintendents are men of attainments, as the New Mexican Intimates, ihey should be
Hunt by the city school boards to the meeting of the great
educational convention. They will be able to assimilate
and bring back for the use of all the schools of the territory the very latest educational Ideas, such as will be
advanced and elaborated by the lenders of the profession.

x
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Program.
(This program enn be varied to meet the needs or
the community in which It is to' be rendered).
10 minutes
Brief address by the teacher
(Origin nnd purpose of Arbor Day
Arbor Day The tree, the shrub,
the flower in history, literature, poetry,
art and the daily life.)
3 minutes
Song. (Selected.)
10 minutes
Noted trees
Short, stories from pupils about celebrated trees.
5 Minutes
Song.
(Selected.)
15 Minutes
Our Own Beauty Spots..
(Pupils to locate nnd describe beautiful
local natural features that ought to be
'
saved.)
The dedication of the Arbor Day Memorial... 5 Minutes
In the spelling contest at Rancho
0 Minutes de Atrisco school, held recently, the
Song.
(Selected.)
first prize, a handsome book, donated
by Hon. A. B. Stroup, county school
Appropriate Songs for Arbor Day.
superintendent, was won by Enemesio
"Woodman, Spare That Tree."
Torres, Ambroslo Chaves capturing
"Mountain Maid's InvitAtion."
the prize in the arithmetic contest,
"America."
which was held at the same time. Mr.
Stroup did much to assist the pupils
"Star Spangled Banner."
In their preparations
for these con"The Brave Old Oak."
tests, and all were pleased and en"The Christmas Tree."
lightened by his inrtructlons.
(For' kindegarten and first grades.)
O
"The Alder by the River."
A sacred concert will be given at
"Pussy Willow."
the Congregational church tomorrow
night. Mrs. Sarah Wathena Brown
"The Golden Robin," by W. O. Perkins, a collection will give four selections on the harp
of songs, contains several appropriate woodland and that will appeal to all that Is deepest
spring songs, as "Our New Song," "Cold Winter la Gone," and best In every heart. The harp
Uy Mrs. Brown was
made by
"Spring Song," "The Old Mountain Tree," "Away to the used
Lyon & Healy, and cost $1,500. This
Hills," and "April Song."
firm Is now building a pipe organ for
the Congregational church.
'
Octavo Music.
o
The faculty and children of the Al..By C. Grobe
Verdant Fields,"
buquerque
Indian school ecelbrated
By A. Hollander
"Presage of Spring,"
By Leslie Washington's birthday last, night by
"Plant a Tree,"
an entertainment of appropriate reci
By F. Kucken tations, songs and music.
The Trees are all Budding,"
The at
By Mendelssohn tendance was large, consisting of the
Woods Early Spring,"
school,
and
children from the Menaul
8000000X3OOOOOOCK000000000
a large number of visitors from the
city. The national colors decorated
the hall. After the close of the program, dancing was in order.
Clhiimsi
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New York Sun: Mr. Conger's comments on the disturbed state of China, throw light on the dispatch of
fresh troops to the Philippines and the intimation from
Washington that the situation out there may soon become serious. But there is reassuring news in the plaus
ible report that Japan and Great. Britain and the United
States have an understanding for joint action in China
in the event of an upheaval and an attempt to overthrow
the government. Port Arthur, being within 2oo miles
from Pekin by water and 500 miles by rail, a division of
the troops In Manchuria could le at the gates of the
capital in a few days, and a force could be sent quickly
As Japan would
from. Nagasaki to any port iu China.
tMitfer greatly in reputation by a failure to intervene be
tween the Chinese government and the rebels, since any
hostile movement would also be directed against the
foreigners, we may be sure that the Japanese have af
fairs in China under close surveillance arid will act wit h
vigor if an exigency arises.

s- -x

"ChJURCH, CLUB AND
SOCIAL GATHERINGS

Y

may be done by tliY press of New Mexico and Arizona,
any
cither or both, for or against statehood, can havequeseffect in Washington, D. C, whatever. Tbe whole
tion has been so often threshed over there, that every
argument, fact or suggestion, pro or con, is as familiar
to every member of congress as it possibly could be to
any citizen of either territory.
Then too. that which causes statehood to hang in
familiarity with Lite case it j
the balance,i is not need of
TVi
,
linua ...
.liclillnn ,....
lire U ilHClltv
u,
oi nu) mu&. i
is ii ov neea1 nothing,
not even a political earthquake, can
fixed that
'ever snake" them." The democrats are acting entirely
along political lines. Regardless of any reason they may
advance, they are proceeding along the old political philosophy that the minority should defeat on every possible
occasion any administration measure.
Foraker, the recognized leader of vested interests
protectors, is making the fight against statehood to
YaT
please the mining magnates of Arizona, just as he is
railway
tion for war with foreign jowers.
fighting the railway rate legislation to please the
Prof. Fryer, who spent thirty years In China, is
trusts. He knows that it Is an outrageous injustice that
of high rank,
New Mexico should be deprived of statehood by a part timately acquainted with Chinese
only of the vote of Arizona; but then he also knows that icars the title of mandarin, and was decorated with thu
in such part lies the only hope or his friends the mining Imperial Order of the Dragon by the government. He
and railway barons. They may, by methods which the says Chinese newspapers, which may be considered re
liaions so well know, succeed in securing a small major- liable, state that the present unrest is the greatest that
ity in Arizona alone, while they would be hopeless and has ever been aroused and extends to nearly all foreign
tielpless in the effort to control a majority of the votes nations interested in or connected with Chinese affairs.
in both territories. So Senator Foraker demands sepa- He regards the anticipated difficulty as very serious in
rate voting on joint statehood, as the only means of character and is Inclined to believe that the Empress
pleasing his friends, the barons, by the defeat of state- Dowager has formed a secret compact with the mikado
to rid China of all foreigners, against the wishes of the
hood of any and every kind.
Then there are other opponents of statehood who better class of Chinese, that advocate civilization and
have allied themselves with the democrats and the For- political reform.
aker phalanx. They are disgruntled senators who have 0000CCKXCCKXXXXOOCC00C0OC0
e
.no means of retaliating upon the president for personal
disappointments they have received, other than by defeating one of bis measures. Upon all of these three
classes additional facts, arguments or pleadings would
have as little effect as water on a duck's buck.
Mealtlrairaal
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Correspondence Solicited.
123 8. Third St.,
ALBUQUERQUE . . . . N. M.

Both Pbonei.

WTien you want something In

the

House Furnishing Line
Go To

Chas. L. Kcppcler
323 South Second St.
Highest price paid lor household
goods.
New and second hand goods
bought and sold. Phonos: Store-R- od
282; House Black 263.

RANKIN & CO.

FIRE INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE.
LOANS

Automatic phone 451.
Room 10, N. T. Arm! Jo Building.

'

SATURDAY,

..FEBRUARY

24,

SISTER OF MURDERED
MAN WRITES
Asks Chief of Police

ALUUQUEKOUE EVENING CITIZEN

1906.

THE EVENING

HERE
McMil-li-

IN THE

REST ON SUNDAY

YEAR-EMPLO- YES

ASSAULTS LUMBER

BUILDING BOOM IN ALBUQUERQUE

JACK

ESPECIALLY IN THE HIGHLANDS

TRAGEDY OCCURED TEN YEARS AGO

I

Real Estate Transfers Have Been Light This Month
this
hich
murder
territory some ten years a no when a
John Quigley was slain lu a caliln,
and about whoso Kin considerable
mystery has always existed, now gives
promise of lieing cleared up, as a letter received by Chief of Police
already throws much light on
the matter.
The writer Is Mrs. C. B. Breen, of
No. 85 Seventii street, Portland, Ore

4

SLOCUM

nmkor Ulan tfnirorc Rotiroin
Life and Death as Result

In

w

But All Property Purchased Has Been

of Fractured Skull.

For Building Purposes.

I

SLOCIM'S

ASSAILANT

gon.

She auks the marshal for Information concerning John Quigley, who,
she says, was murdered near Albu
querque, aiKnit ten years ago, an ac
count of which she saw In the papers,
writing here at the time for informa
tlon, but receiving no response. Mrs
Breen explains that Qulgley was found
murdered In his cabin and that sus
picion pointed to a sheep herder In hts
employ.
"The description of the murdered
man tallies with my brother, Jonii
Quigley," writes Mrs. Breen, "who
fionip forty years ago left hts home in
Kalamazoo. Mich., for Dallas, lexas
where he lived for many years. Mrs.
William Potter Informed me that be
left Dallas some years ago and later
a gentleman from Michigan ran across
him In Albuquerque. To this party-h- e
stated that he was located, on a ranch
In New Mexico."

This, it appears, was the last seen
or heard of Quigley by his relatives
until after his death. They even
found it Impossible to learn anything
definite about the murder, and where
the man was buried or what happened
to hia effects. Mrs. Breen mentions
the finding of 50 In cash on the person 'of Quigley after his death. The
marshal Is now digging up what information he can .concerning the
tragedy which happened before he
came to this city.

DIDN'T RECOGNIZE

THE CENSUS MAN

The week In real
ing circles lias not
beyond the ordinary.

estate and

build-

anything
As will be noted
elsewhere In this Issue, up to the present time, there have been thirty-sireal estate transfers ma:le during the
present month, most of them being III
the Highlands, where most of the
building operations are n"w going on.
Almost any one In Albuquerque, that
la located here with any Idea of
permanency. Is realizing that this
city is to have a future away beyond
its present confines, aud therefore,
is fixing the opiortunit yto get a
home while real estate Is still at a
reasonably low figure, and many are
building. Especially true is this statement In reference to laboring classes
As an object les
of Albuquerque.
sen that Albuquerque offers excellent
opportunities to the working man for
Investment, it Is noted that William
Bryce, foreman of t'he Santa Fe foundry, has recently completed one residence at the corner of Hesselden
and Kdith street, of cement blocks,
costing $2,on, which he occupies as
a home, and another residence of five
rooms, of cement blocks, on Hessel-deavenue, near the corner of Edith
street, now Hearing completion, at a
cost of $1,800, which he has arranged
to rent for $300 a year. In a few years'
time, with the increase in value of the
place, his Investment money will hav
been returned to him.
been

x

n

menced and will be rushed to completion as fast ns possible, to allow
more room fjr the increased business.
It will be a
affair and Is directly adjoining the present building.
The new building is estimated to cost
two-stor-

$10,0110.

a

Dr. E. N. Wilson has Just cmopleted

frame house at

five-roo-

612

Coal avenue for rental purposes,
cost $l,30o. He Is also erecting

East

that
an-

other residence at the corner of Coal
avenue and High street, that will have
five room and a basement, and will
cost $1,700, work on 'which has Just
commenced.
Almost all of the residence building
that is now being done Is in the Highlands and In the sourhern part of the
city, the north and west side not being built up very rapidly. Following
are some of the residence buildings
noted as In course of construction:
The Porterfield Real Estate company Is erecting a
frame residence f'r speculation purposes, at
312 South Edith street, which, when
completed, will cost in the neighborhood of $2.ooo. The house will be
finished about the middle of March.
six-roo-

H. P. Mohn Is building a. residence
for a home at 622 South Edith Btreet.
The house has five rooms and a bath
and Is modern in every respect. The
Work on the Romero hotel building residence will enst $1,400. Mr. Mohn
at the corner of Lead avenue and expects to have It finished by the
First street, is progressing rapidly and middle of next month.
afsatisfactorily.
This Is a
fair, and will have thirty-fou- r
J. A. Glaesner has In ct un-- of conr"oms
to be devoted to liotel purposes when struction a
f.ame house,
completed, on the upper- floor, the built on the colonial style, nt 813
ground floor to be used for store South Arno street, which Is to cost
rooms. The building has a frontage $l,2oo when completed. Mr. Glaesner
on First street cf 100 feet, being 135 expects to be occupying It by the 15th
feet deep on the Lead avenue side. It of March.
will
cost, when completed, about
$25,000.
The J. A. Weinman residence on
Copper avenue, opposite the city park,
Williamiti'.vce, foreman of the Santa is fast nearing completion, and when
finished will be one of the handsomFe foundry, ir erecting a
modern cottage on Hesselden avenue, est dwellings in that part of the city.
near the corner of Edith street, which It Is built on the colonial style, and
will be completed in a few days. The will cost, when finished, about. $8,0ol).
hotife is constructed of cement Mocks
B. Hot he is erect ing a $4,000 (esi- and represents a cost of $1,800. Mr.
Bryce has also just completed a house deuce at the corner of Fifth street and
of the same kind at the enrner of Hes- Roma avenue, that will be one of the
selden avenue and Edith street, which prettiest little homes in that part of
has six rooms and a " basement. This the city when completed. It is now
under course' of const miction.
,
one cost $2,000.

Peter Slocum, a lumber Jack, was
brought to this clly this morning from
jThoreau. hovering between life and
death. His face was Mack and blue
from violent blows, and Dr. E. J.
who accompanied him here
and gave his wounds their first dressing, says that the skull is fractured,
Try a Citizen want ad.
both iu the front and the base. Slo-- j
cum is about 30 years of age.
In telling of the affair which brought
Slocum to his pitiful condition,
Dr.
IConnell said this morning that the
'
man laid off from his work at Camp
' No. 5 yesterday
morning, saying that
he was not feeling well. He wandered
Into a saloon at Camp No. 5, owned by
Joe Padlllo, and conducted by Victor
SATURDAY, FEB. 24
Teas. A few minutes later he was
found lying In the saloon with his
head a mass of bruises, and was unFarewell Testimonial to
conscious. The wounds look as though
they had been made with the butt end
Mme. Helena
of a heavy revolver.
Teas liad fled
to the woods, and a Mexican who was
in the saloon said that the saloon man
had done the Job, claiming that
had stolen some money from him
and after pounding the victim into an
unconscious condition, took money
from his pockets, which Slocum claims
In- was $20. Slocum also claims that he
stole no money from Teas.
At the time train No. 2 left Thor-eathis morning, Teas had not been
captured, though a constable took up
the chase after him yesterday after$1 to $2
noon shortly after It was learned that Prices
$3
Slocum was In a really serious condi- Box Seats
tion.
CURTAIN RISES AT 8:30 SHARP.
'

POLICEMAN

SECURED

THE NAMES

The census enumerators have had
more or less trouble in securing the
names of residents since starting work
under the direction of the city council.
The only party, however, who necessitated making a complaint to the
police, was the proprietor of the Majestic rooming house on South First

street.

,

According to the report of the
trouble, in the hands of Chief
it seems that the enumerator
was flatly refused the names of those
stopping at. the house. He informed
the lady in charge that if she persisted in refusing to answer questions
he would be obliged to make her
trouble, as the ordinance passed by
the council made It. a misdemeanor
to refuse information to the enumerators. To this it is alleged that it was
trouble that she was looking for.
Offlcer
Chief Mc.Millin
detailed
Knapp, this morning, to call at the
rooming house, and either secure the
names of those stopping there or
cause the arrest of the landlady. Officer Knapp called, as ordered, and
accomplished his purpose.

F. B. Moore is erecting a seven-roobrick veneer residence for a
home at 317 South. Walter street. The
house Is almost completed and will be
ready for occupancy by March 15.
When finished the house will have
cost $3,000.

The new Presbyterian
at the
corner of Silver avenue and Fifth
street, is fast nearing completion. All
outside work Is finished and some ot
the new and beautiful stained glass
windows have been put in place. The
church edifice is of brick, with the
main entrance on Fifth street. Two
towers rise on each front corner of D. A new residence being built for Dr.
H. Cams, on West Gold avenue,
the structure, giving it au imposing
between Sixth and Seventh streets. Is
and beautiful appearance.
rapidly nearing completion. It is ol
stone, two stories and a basement, and
H. J. Farmer is erecting a two story, will cost
In
the neighborhood ol
twelve-rooapartment house at the $6,500.
corner of Coal avenue and High street,
which, when completed, will cost about
Mrs. J. P. Jones has just completeu
$2,70o. Mr. Farmer lis also building a a
frame
at 505
duplicate of this house, to cost the South Waller street,residence
which she will
same, on High street. Just north ot occupy as a home. The residence is
the one on the corner. Each house modern in every respect and reprewill have four apartments of three sents an outlay :t $2,500.
REO MOUNTAINEERIS
rooms each.
f
EXPECTED HERE SUNDAY
C. D. Goff will soon have completed
Work on the Korber building at the his residence at 217 North High street.
frame and
PERCY MEGARGEL,
THE CHAUF- corner of Second street and Copper The house is a
FEUR, SPENT THE DAY IN AL- Utivenue is progressing rapidly. The will cost $2.4oo. It is modern in all
al ways and will make a pretty home.
BUQUERQUE, SECURING
SUP- brick walls extend up one story
ready and the workmen are making
PLIES.
Q. E. Kennedy is having a
as fast progress as possible with the
store room. The building when brick residence ereel! at 417 South
Percy F. Megargel, who, together new
will represent an outlay ol Walter street, which he will occupy
with David M. Fassett, is matilns a completed,
when completed.
The house Is al
tour $7,oiMi.
most finished and will cost $2,G0o.
of the United States, in a Reo autoA. A. Trimble has just started workmobile, known as the "Reo Mouna residence at 209
North Arno
Porterfield & Company, real estate
taineer," arrived in the city last eveni- on
di alers, are erecting a
modng; and is registered at the Alvarado. street, which is to be a four-roodwelling, costing $1,000.
ern frame cottage at 615 South WalMr. Megargel came in for gasoline and frame
street, to cost $2,o00. It will be for
other supplies of a like nature, for Work on the Imeprial laundry ter
rent when completed, which will be
the "Reo," which is now at Rio Puer-co- , company's new building has com about
the first week In March.
thirty-fivmiles from here.
"We have been working the ma
chine on the high speed almost con
vices. The remains will be Bhipped
MORTUARY.
stanl ly since leaving Gallup," said
tonight, to her former home in SheriMr. Megargel, "and have used thirty-fivdan, Wyo.
gallons of gasoline since leaving
Infant Son Dead.
I
Ruiz,
of
going
tonight
of
son
The
am
out.
with
infant
Antonio
George Shaw.
that city.
supplies and expect, with decent luck, Old Albuquerque, died at his father's
George Shaw, the infant son of Edyesterday
by
afternoon. The ward and Sallie Shaw of this city, died
Sunday residence,
to have the 'Reo' in here
interment took place this morning, at last evening, at 8 o'clock, as the renight, at the latest."
8
o'clock,
in the Santa Barbara cemeSo mai,y "specials" to the different
sult of croup. The child was one year
papers in the west lmve been pub- tery.
ami eleven months old at the time
of his death, and was exceptionally
lished concerning the doings of the
Miss Eliza Keyser.
bright and attractive. Tho parents are
"Reo. Mountaineer," that almost very
li
Mrs.
C.
1015
Lane,
of
Soul Third receiving the condolence's of all who
one is thoroughly familiar with the
li
facts concerning the tour and the street, has received notice of the. know them and were acquainted with
carry death of her sister, Mrs. Eliza Kyser, the little fellow. Interment will take
auto. Megargel and Fassett
about tioo pounds of baggage with who formerly resided in this city, and tho little fellow. Interment took place
them on the car, ami as much more who has many friends here. Death in Fairview cemetery, this afternoon.
th funeral ceremonies taking placa
is kept on the road by express and was the result of paralysis.
from the residence, at 41 J Silver a vefreight trains, following their route.
Vigil
Robert
de
Garcia.
nue. Rev. Crawford officiating.
The men are bronzed and weather
Robert Vigil de Garcia, aged 30
beaten, but appear in the best ot years,
died yesterday morning, at U
POLICE COURT
health, and are as much undaunted
o'clock, at his home in Old Albuquertoday by the severe trials they have que.
The
this
place
took
interment
encountered as they were the day they morning,
Antonio Garcia pleaded guilty to inat 10 o'clock, iu San Jose
started.
In police court this morning
cemetery, the funeral services being toxication
and was fined $5.
held from the Sacred Heart church.
was arrebted
A young man
this
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
morning en Railroad avenue anil lockCarl Olson.
cluirged
up,
being
with
drunk.
ed
Carl Olson, a bank cashier, of
FOU RENT New three room cottage,
Wis., diel this morning, at his
furnished complete, for light house- apartments
ALFALFA, FIRST CUTTING. PERin this city, "Sfrom conkeeping. Inquire 5m; South Arno
sumption. Deceased was about 27 FECTLY DRY, AND AS BRIGHT
stro-t- .
EVyears of age, and had been living iu COLOR AS WHEN GROWING.
E. W.
Albuquerque five mouths. The re- ERY BALE GUARANTEED.
BIDS WANTED.
mains will be shipped to Eucluire for FEE, 620 SOUTH SECOND STREET.
o
The umlei signed wants bids for the Interment.
The Yellow Fever Germ
construction of looxloo feet three-storhas recentlj been discovered. It
Helen Van Pelt.
addition to the Rio Grande
Helen Van Pelt wife, of A. Van benrs a cUntO resemblance to the maWoolen Mills Co. Full Information Pelt, who has been conducting
a con- laria germ. To free the system from
given at their office.
tracting business in Albuquerque, for
germs, tho most effective
some time past, died yesterday mornremedy U Dr. King's New Life Pills.
The Bet Physic.
ing, at. 2 o'clock, at their homo in this Guaranteed to cure all diseases due to
When you want a physio that tt mild city, of consumption.
Deceased was malaria polsoni and constipation. 25c
In effect, take Chamberlain's Stomach 24 years of age, and had been a resiat all druggists.
and Liver Tablets. ITlce 25 cents. dent of Alhumierniift for ohnut uiv
sani-anmonths. The funeral ceremonies took
Fine Saturday night lunch, free to
Every box warranted. Get a free
gentle, easv to take and pleasant place this afternoon, from Border's all pairous, at the White Elephant
jle at any drug store and try them. chajel, Rev. Sollie. conducting the. ser.
n,

.
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A LARGE CONSIGNMENT OF

v
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RUGS AND CARPETS!
The Latest Designs and Colorings.

Albert Faber
Furniture, Carpets and Draperies

. We carry a complete stock ot
motors for alternating and direc
currents.
HOUSE WIRING A SPECIALTY.

Electric, Gas & Combination
Fixtures

Southwestern

I0DJESKA

S4o-cu-

Electric &
10

Construction

6. E. Induction Motor

H.--

"LADY MACBETH.

UNITED STATES

Seats on sale at Matson's Monday,
February 19, at 8 o'clock, for subscrib
ers only.
Sale opens for the public on Febru
ary 21.

JURORS DRAWN

two-stor-

five-roo-

JUST RECEIVED

Elks' Theatre

five-roo-

Landlady at First Street Rooming House Reported to
the Police.

Borna

Col. William II. 'Greer, in a letter
to a friend in this cltv. denies the
statements made in the San Diego
union, which quotes him as announcing his candidacy for governor of the
new state of Arlzonn. Mr. Greer says
he has not Iwi in San Diego, near
the Union office, nor has he seen nnv
of that paper's reporters and In posi
tive language says ho is a candidate
for no office.

ESCAPES

ln

RESUME OF THE MONTH'S BUILDING OPERATIONS!

fi,

l.uz Armtjo, .precinct 9, Bernalillo
county.
Hasllio Martinez, precinct 2, Sando
val county.
Pedro (iriego y Aidara. precinct S,
Bernalillo.
Lorenzo Otero, precinct 10, Valencia county.
Pollcarplo Armljo, precinct 9, Bernalillo county.
Abe) Oallegvs, precinct 1, Sandoval
county.
Bias Lucero, precinct 6, Bernalillo
cuiiniy.
James Case, Albuquerque, N. M.
Campos Fruto.o, precinct ,r, Benin
lillo county.
C. Young. Albuquerque, N. M.
Frank K. Cllne, Albuquerque. N. M

n

For Information Concerning John Quigley.

A

Mnrlnno Chavez, precinct
ltllo c .unity.

PUBLISHES EVERY WORKING DAY
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Grand and Petit Panels That
Were Selected Feb-

Albuquerque
Hardware
Company

MARGfJ 19 AT 9 A.

M

The L'nited States grand and petit FOURTH ST. AND RAILROAD AVE.
jurors drawn at the office of the district clerk February 19, to appear on
March 19, at 9 o'clock a. m., are as
follows:
'
Grand Jurors.
G. I.. Brooks, Albuquerque, N. M.
Santos Ortiz, precinct 5, liernallllo
county.
Abel Sandoval, precinct 17, Valencia county.
Solomon Candelaria, precinct 8, liermixes and kneads
nallllo county.
Maximo Oriego, precinct 8, Bernalillo
bread thoroughly
county.
in
Three Minutes.
Jacolio Aragon, precinct lo, Valencia county.
The hands do
Juan Ortiz, precinct C, Valencia
county,
pot touch the
Diego Sanchez, Albuquerque, N. M.
doiwh.
E. T. McMullen, precinct 8, liernallllo county.
Jose Otero, precinct 1, Valencia
county.
Fermln Torres, precinct 17, Valencia county.
Juan Garcia, precinct 10, Sandoval
county.
Manuel Rodarie, precinct 4, Iieriui-lillcounty.
Harry
llolllugbiny, Albuquerque.

Albuquerque

X. M.
M. A.

ooo-oo-

The St. Elmo

JOSEPH

i

20

BARNETT,

0

I

Wines, Brandies. Etc.

SAMPLE AND 0

West Railroad Avenoe

SMOKE

H

Finest Whiskies

Prop'r.

La

CLUB ROOMS

f

ClmiltlQk

HAVANA CIGARS

Rich and Fragrant

sold by all Dealers
TAKE A TRIP TO HAPPYLAND
on a box of WHITE LILY cigars. It's
a cheap trip (fare only $2.00 for fifty,
good
smokes, paltry 5c for one),
yet tho enjoyment Is not measured
by the insignificant price. But if your
would have instant pleasure, buy your
ticket his day-yo- u'll
bo after other
rides day after day as long as we
niako such fino cigars as theWIIITE
LILY for Biich small money.

A.

J.

113J4 WEST

RICHARDS
RAILROAD

AVENUE.

THE FIRST LESSON
IN BREAD MAKING.
Is the most important of all; that
Is the selection
of proper flour.
There is no difficulty about thla if
Empress flour la chosen. It ia bo
good and makes such Sweet, white
and nutritious bread as to be unsurpassed by any milled. The beet
bread makers use it for that very
reason.

0. W. Strong's Sons
STRONG BLOCK.

UNDER TA KCRS
Superintendents
Fairview
Santa Barbara Cemeteries.

Works

o o

ST. AND RAILROAD AVE.

FOURTH

Machine

ua

Albuquerque
Hardware
Company

Mariano Padllla. precinct 23, Valencia county.
Francisco A. Garcia, precinct 35,
Bernalillo county.
Sail ton Ortiz, Albuquerque, Nr. M.
Guadalupe Lucero,
Albuquerque,
Castillo, Albuquerque, N. M.
Steve Rhoel, Albuquerque, N. M.
Hugh J. Trotter, Albuquerque, N. M.
Dannel Chavez, precinct 17, Valencia county.
Perfilio Montoya, precinct 13. Bernalillo county.
Seferino Lucero, precinct 4, Sandoval county.
Ambrosio Gurule. precinct 12, Valen
cia county.
Juan Jaramillo, precinct !), Ilerna
lillo county.
John llalok, Hainan,
McKlnley
county.
Petit Jurors.
Polonio Sanchez, precinct 27, Valen
cia county.
W. F. Hell, Albuquerque, N. M.
Mariano Mirabel, precinct 10, Valen
cia county.
Jose Alarid, precinct 11, Valencia
county.
Jose Ramon Sanchez, precinct 27,
Valencia county.
.Manuel Salazar, precinct 13, llema
lillo county.
Pablo Gavablon, precinct 9, Ilerna
lillo county.
M. O'l.nughlin, Albuquerque, X. M
Daniel Gurule, precinct 10, Valencia
comity.
Frank Derrick, Albuquerque, X. M
P dr
Duran, precinct 35, Bernalillo county.
Modesto Sanclit z. precinct 4, Bernalillo county.
Frod Sdiolle, precinct 2, Valencia
county.
Jose Leon Romero, precinct 20, Valencia county.
Seuon Rome ro, pi clnct 17, Valen
cia county.
Cornello M. Sandoval, precinct s.
Sandoval county.
Juan Oiero, Guam. McKinley county,
Esteban Velasquez, precinct 11, Va
Unela county.
rraneisco Sabe.lru. precinct 33, Bernalillo county.
Benjamin Montis, precinct 12, Sando
val county.
Amado Sanchez, precinct 1, Sando
val county.
Manuel Alderete y Griego, precinct
11, Valencia county.
Jose 8. Sanchez, precinct 3, Valen
cia county.
iVslderio Gurule. preeluct 10, Valencia county.

Foundry and

Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cart; thaftlan
Pulleys, Grade Bars. Babbit Metal; Column and Iron Fronts
or
'
Buildings.
Repair on Mining and at Machinery m Specialty
.
A
nt nllrnoj a.V
a IToiinrlrv coat
mm

AKER

N. M.

Street

Agents General Electric Co., Crocker, Wheeler Co.

Tour under the direction of
MR. JULES MURRY.

ruary 19th.
TO APPEAR

216 South 8econd

Go.

M. BERGER,

i
t

114 Went Copper Ave.

X

Wholesale Agent,

and

MONUMENTS
N. Second St., Both Phonea.

201-21-

THE CELEBRATED

O. F. O.
WHISKEY
Bottled

In Bond.

if
ALBUQUERQUE
ALVARADO HOTEL
COMMERCIAL
CLUB

CATHEDRAL

OLD

AUSTRIAN

Furniture and Orqckeiry
BORRADAILE

& CO.,

TheGeo.T.StaggOo.
DUUUera,

FRANKFORT. KT.

t

MELINI & EAKIN
j

Sola Agenta.
M. M.
Antomatlo Phone, 199.

Albuquerque,

BUILDING.

CHINA

117 Gold Avenue

cooooC

oaoaofoaoaotoaofoao

"I made $350 on that 63c," said a
prominent Albuquerque businesa man,
on the completion of hia conversation
over the Long Distance Telephone.
MONEY IN YOUR POCKET
by using the toll lines of

The Colorado Telephone Co.
Room
IF VOL' WISH TO EAT a good
liincli ami enchiladas on the Mexican

style,

k

U

South Third street, corner

of Silver aviuue, No. 215. Will be
served promptly at any hour of the
nlgUt. I'ricts will be from 25c to 30c.

M. GRENADINO

& CO.

18

N. T. Armljo Building.

LOW RATES

Subscribe for the Citizen and Get the News
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iSome Dainty Dress

Hand Work tne Thing
Accessories for Summer
in Newest Styles

stores; but as 1 beauty of ail this
decoration lies in its exquisite hand
work; many a woman may have stockings as beautiful as those shown it
she will but use ber own Ingenuity
and a needle.
A good plan Is flrBt to go among
the stores and see how the patterns
are arranged and by using a fancy
work pattern the plain silk hose mny
le made beautiful ns those which
cost a great deal.

flies, of different sizes, one, the largest
las placed right over the arch of the
fo.it, the second size a little higher.
and on the ankle the smallest. An
other design for a woman of large
ankle, on light grey silk stockings
had long up and down Imrs of cross-stitcNos. 1 mid .1 show two of the pretty
Otf styles in embroidered washable belts,
placed close together.
course, for a very large foot and ankle which are the most practical us well
a perfectly plain hose Is In best taste. as the most popular belt for wear
A peculiar pattern was worked on with the shirt waist suit.
a pair of white stockings; around the
Both of these belts are finished with
ankle was embroidered a band ending mother-of-pear- l
buckles and are so
in a bow knot, the loops and ends of constructed that they may be removed
FROCK
DAINTY
Instep!
which fell downwards over the
from the buckle and laundered withFOR LITTLE MISS arch.
out the slightest difficulty.
l.ves.
No. 2 shows a pretty frock of emTo be wbrn with a cream silk mull,
To ensure being well dressed at
having a design of falut pink roses broidered linen, with lands of pale
all times, a woman should have at
and green leaves, was a pair In cream blue ribbon brought from the back
least two pairs of walking shoes ot
silk, covered with tiny wheels cut and passing through a small pearl
black leather that will stand hard
from fine lace, embroidered in gold buckle at the front; the ends, hanging
"wear, yet fine noupli for wear with
faint tints of pink and green. The below the buckle, are each run
and
pair
a
suits;
walking
of
dressiest
tie
slippers
had rosettes of pink and green through a still smaller buckle.
vamps
with
patent
leather
black
of
No. 3 shows a new "hnnch" for the
ribbons sprinkled with tiny gold beads.
tops; a fine pair ot
black,
green
turnover collar. Many
decorated
messalino.
With
a
or
evening
shoes
shoes,
anil
house
with sliver embroidery, was worn a people who like to wear a small turn
thinners. If still more rigorous econ
pair of sliver tissue slippers finished over collar with a ribbon tip will not
omy must be observed, leave out the"!
with a big green buckle and silver do so because, as they say.J "It takes
patent leathers and one pair of the
tissue loops, the golden yellow stock so much fussing to get them fixed."
well
a
on
depending
walking shoes,
ings were embroidered with tiny green
For the benefit of people like this
mended old pair for wear on rainy
fern fronds, and on the wrong side
days or sloppy streets. In any case
were placed pink flowers of silk showit is well to have an old set for such
MORE SPRING HATS
ing through like flowers behind a bank
weather; for no matter how many or
fernery.
of
delicate
how fine your shoes, rubbers, wet,
Some of the hosiery like the last
und gritty muddey sidewalks win soon
are extreme in their novelty and workruin their beauty.
manship, and the majority cf women
One of the newest and most modish
prefer a more conservative pattern
by
spring
pertiaps
hoes shown this
color, the salient feature of which
and
York,
In
New
the foremost shoe house
be daintiness and fineness ol
must
is called the "Alice," It is a seamless
texture.
gormodel of soft leather with elastic
Perhaps It is a little too early to
ing at the sides and cuban heels; In
prophecy
with absolute accuracy Just
fact, it strongly resembles an old
will be worn in gloves, but there
what
favorite of our grandmother's, called
are some tendencies that are well
the Prince Albert, one of the earliest
evidenced by those shown in the best
of shoes for the feet.
shops.
Another new model is the "side lace
Although there has been so much of
Gibson," which as Its name Implies is
colored gloves and those especially
up
on the outer side of the ho
laced
that match the costume, a decided
through three large Klondyke eyelets
revulsion has taken place against tne
by means of grosgrain ribbon, tied In
style, demanding that gloves 16 of
a chic little bow at the top. There
neutral tints or black. In the case
is no doubt that, this style will be a
of the latter a long vogue Is again
favorite for wear with the new "trotpromised, not only for the street but
ter" (sidewalk) frock.
for the long evening lengths. At a
recent swell dinner were seen several
There la every evidence of tan shoes
retaining their popularity; and espec
cistumes In light colors, one a pink,
Walklna hat. shaned verv much like
lally will this be true for mountain or
another In champagne, with which a man's
derby and trimmed wiih stiff
long
worn
gloves,
the
black
lace
summer resort wear; "you know," said
weie
the front on
kind that rolls a lot on the wri3c and feathers a little toward
the shoe man, "In tramping or hi out'
frcm which the wearer can sll.i Hie the left side, made up In light felt
door sports It is impossible to keep
the early spring season.
shoes polished more than a little while'
For a little miss of 6, a dainty after hand and tuck up the glove palm tin forL,arge
snapes profusely trimmed at
but in tans It does not seem to show noon frock, developed in Japanese der the rolls while dining.
back are the prevailing mode,
Because of the lasting fashion of the
or matter so much as with a black linen, has bands of hand embroidery
phoe, which to be. correct, must be in simple scallops around the mltered elbow sleeves, long gloves in white, some of the best French models show
crown.
and black, preferably lace, will be ing the tall sugar-loa- f
immaculate In its freshness hence bertha and the skirt.
Mosqueralres in white silk
perhaps the liking for tan shoes for
The fashionable
effect worn.
Many pecple Is brought into play In this pretty will again repeat their success of last NEW MILLINLRY
outdoor amusements."
maintain that tan shoes are cooler dreBs. The belt is of saft blue leather. summer. They are positively neces
than black, which is owing probably The gulmpe and cuffs are formed of sary cn all outdoor occasions if on?
STYLES VARIED
does not wish to ruin the skin forever;
to the different process of tanning and pale blue broderie Anglais.
this habit of going about with uncov
dyeing. Besides the tans there will
ered arms and unshaded face, is all
be the light browns and the putty MILADY'S NEW
very well If one's hands are free to
shades In kid for uetter wear, while
a sunshade, but In all outdoor
white and very light shoes In canvass,
SPRING HANDBAG carry
sports, such as rowing and golfing
linen and buckskins will be popular.
long sleeves and a broad hat should
Bluchers have found a strong de
be worn. I have known beautiful command this season, a shoe that differs
plexions to be ruined without this pr v
from the plain toe, three eyelets "Gla-son,- "
caution and a whole winter's massag
in having a toe cap and four
ing and beauty doctoring was unable
eyelets. None of these shoes are at
to bring back Us girlish beauty. Art
all mannish In their make as the manhas net yet learned all of Nature's
nish shoe Is quite passed and has
secrets.
been superseded by the boot well
Many of the new long gloves have
arched and of stylish cut.
decorations of hand embroidery and
Patent leather vamps having lox
applique. If one objects to such dec
cloth tops are having a special vogue
orations, it may be transferred to an
just now as have the spats, made ts
accessory that to the long glove Is a
match the gown with which they are
necessary adjunct, the glove garter
used, and worn over pumps. For walkor arm bracelet, which Is most often
ing the Piccadilly toe and military
made of moire ribbon fastened with
r cuban neel hold first place, while
a Jewelled buckle.
for evening the Louis XV is the ap
While speuklng of long gloves, it is
proved style.
But it is on the evening shoes that
No. 1 Wrist bag covered
with to be remembered by women of eeon
fashion has lavished her arts. Bronze feathers. Those of pheasant or pea- omy that tops of. all colors can be
bought and as a op outlives many
leal her w ith gold beading Is an old cock breasts are very attractive.
No. 2 Grandmother's purse of cro- pairs cf gloves and can be easily fastand stylish revival of our girlhood
days. Some of these new slippers are chet and bead work long and slender ened to the glove proper by buttons
of velvet beautifully embossed, others and run through a ring. Change is which are hidden among the folds
are of gold or silver tissue, many of carried In one end and cardH, etc.. In when on the wrist, it is cheaper to
buy a pair of tops and the gloves
leather or silk to match the gown other.
worn; and as to lows, buckles,
No. 3. Envelope purse iff soft suede separately.
The Russian skin cape glove, wiiich
und rosettes there is no end to the or satin in shades to correspond with
art, the lavish adornment and rich- gown. Decorated with small flowers comes in all the useful colors are.
ness displayed. In all house shoes ( painted ).
much worn lor walking, but none ot
and evening slippers too much hand
No. 4 Rtal lace bag, mounted in the new modes have ousted the reg
ular Knglish walking glove from popwork and wealth cannot be expended. silver filagree.
Stockings and their lavisa decoraIn the first place steckings must ular favor.
tion are almost beyond description; match the gowns. Supposing you
and small buttons are
they need to be seen to realize the have a champagne mull gown in white, preferable In uny glove, though pearl
amount of work hand work, too
buy a pair of champagne colored silk clasps and contrasting stitching Is
and money that Is now put upon mis stockings and copy a pattern shown often seen worn by those who effect
article of dress; it is amazing ;nd re- at one of the "exclusive styles" coun- the latest fads.
quires a long purse .. bought in the ters which was one of three butter
CATHERINE M
New York. Feb. ft The English
have a saying, "a laity Is known by
three things: her shoes, her collar and
lwr gloves." Many women give much
thought to the fashion of her new
gown, but tt Is the accessories, the
belongings" that berome the WaterIt la
loo of the majorliy of women.
i)lon the harmonious tout ensembl
that tne French woman has gained her
reputation for being the best dressed
woman among those of all the nations.
She does not spend all upon her gown,
she remembers her fine hose, hex
shoes, her dainty neckwear and her

8ATURDAY,

In the advance styles for spring and
summer, Just exhibited by a prominent
New York firm, one can but be forcibly
Impressed by the amount of hard work
toilette.
used on the
From the lingerie waist, which still
height
continues in the
of popularity,

i

-

there

Is shown a "turnover" with buttonhole in the back, to be fastened
over a small button on the collarband
of the waist; and In the front Is a
soft ribbon bow securely fastened to
the turnover.
No 4 shows one of the "arm garters"
tor noming in place the long gloves
of silk or kid. This one, being made
with dainty lace frills on either side
of the
elastic band which
holds the glove.

c

box-clot-

ever-popul-

THE "TUCKER

to the pretty bolero and eton suits
or linen and pique, all of the really
"swagger" creations are nrofuselv
with lace, embroidery, or
nnii, una many or tne prettiest are
decorated almost entirely with hand
work.
The latter, of course, are ver-- ex
pensive, but if one has a little Ingenu
ity in contriving such things a suit
can be mado at home at very little
expense.
A plain linen suit of excellent nual
ity can be purchased at from 12 to
115, and applying a pretty embroidery
The "tucker" is one of the very pop-ua- uesign, transformed into an almost
duplicate of some of the most
as well as necessary toilet acces exact
expensive suits.
soiies of today. Almost all evening
One cut shows a bolero suit In
both coat and skirt are laid in
toilets are built In such a way as to which
box pleats, the panels formed between
require the addition of a "tucker."
tho pleats being ornamented with a
I

r

pretty design done

In Ihe popular eyelet embroidery.'
The sleeve is flowing; this being a
very practical style for this kind of a
suit, as it Is not only easily laundered,
but Is less apt to crush the sleeves
of the dainty lingerie waist over
which it la worn.

Keynote of Summer Fasfiiiomi Play

long-waiste-

BOYS ARRESTED

FOR LARCENY
Case Where Culprits Are More
Sinned Against Than
Sinners.
LAW THAT REMEDIES

this way stolen goods are quickly
recovered, the culprits captured, and
Inasmuch as such wares are immediately confiscated by the police, It has
bad a tendency to practically eliminate
this petit, thievery among iMiys, for the
reason that the junk dealer finds himself out of pocket the amount ol
money paid for the goods and 'hence,
uses the greatest discrelim in making
purchases, and in most Instances turns
down the wares of all youngsters.
Having no market for their goods, the
Ikjvs cease to collect the junk.
Such a law in New Mexico would
materially lessen the necessity of a
reform school, which at present seems
to be a much needed institution.
The boyVs, it is also reported, stole
a quantity of fountain pens and oi..et
articles from O. A. Mat:n & company 'h store.
Iu

JINK tVIL

Some time a:-- a large quantity of
vopper wire was :;iolen from the Colorado Telephone company in this city.
It.
ag..;rt fated
close to 150 pounds,
and was v ri',i, therc:irc, considerable money.
TO KEEP EL PASO
The theft was triced to three boys,
whose arrest took place last evening
MONEY AT HOME
The boys informed the police that
ihcy found the wire and sold it to a
South Second street junk dealer foi THE GRIEVANCE COMMITTEE OF
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE CONoight cents a pound, probably about
SIDERING THE TYPOGRAPHICAL
half of Its Intrinsic value.
UNION'S PETITION.
The case ha3 not yet been disposed
f. As the tender ages of the young-MerThe grievance committee of the
makts their punishment by penal Chamber of Commerce of El Paso,
servitude inadvisable, the parents ol held a short meeting yesterday after
the boys will, In all probability, be noon at t;ie headquarters of that orcompelled to undergo what suffering ganization and considered the claims
originates from the trouble.
now being made thiit more than J0u,-ooCases of this kind are those where
annually is sent on; of El l'a3 for
the alleged culprits are more sinned printing.
against than sinners, and where the
Members of the
Typographical
parties purchasing men wares from union were before the committee and
boys are mostly to blame, as in nine put forward their proofs of the claim
aes cut of ten, goous so offered foi that much El I'asj money was being
nale have been stolen in order to se- sent out of town for printing that
cure a few pennies.
could be done just
well here, and
New York state at so lltie advance in price that it
A recent law In
compels all dealers in junk to make was money in the business men's
weekly reports to the chiefs of police pockets to pay the advance and keep
Iti the various cities of article so pur- all tho cash at home.
As a result of .his discussion a sub
chased and of who and when. Kail-mto do so is a uiibdeuieauor and is ' committee was appointed to thor- puiiithable by flue or imprisonment. oughly canvass the merchants, rail

f?- -

road offices and other large users oi
printing with a view 3 proving or
disproving the statements ubout the
amount of work done with out oi
town primers.
Friday this committee will again meet the grievance committee, at which time a committee
from the El Paso Typographical union
and another from the employing printers will be present.
A: that time It is very probable that
the situation will be thoroughly canJ
vassed and steps taken to keep this
money at home. If possible. The
t
I
grievance committee is composed of
the following persons: E. E. Neff.
Robert SilU'rberg, F. M. Hodge. II. W.
Alb-and W. S. Clayton.
Note And the same
conditions
prevail right here In Albuquerque by
ihosc who howl the loudest and lonThis column of hats shows soon
g's' that people are usln
mall nouse
onier books and sending away for of the new styles in spring millinerv
s ior ine coming season
ur
their dry goods, clothing, notions, promise
great, variety.
bo is ami shoes, drugs, groceries,
and everything else, and yet
they are guilty of sending away for
A NEAT BLOUSE
tb'ir J. ib printing, although the news
papers of this city are boos;lng them
and the city, in every Issue published,
t 'ill
a few weeks ago a representative of a iKillas, Texas, printing house
boldly announced on the eorntr ol
Sicm.d street and Railroad avenue
'ha; be had been in Albuquerque only
ten days and had captured thirty-threorders for commercial job prlnt-Infrom Albuquerque people. This
representative stated that he secured
better .rices than the local newspaper
printing offices are charging, and the
charges were not Included. Is
e.r..s
it right?

&

.
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fur-nitui-
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Itching Piles.

If you are acquainted with anyone
who Is troubled with this distressing
ailment, ou can do him no grsator

favor than to tell him to try Chamberlain's Salve. It gives Instant relief
This sa'.ve also cures sore nipples
tetter and salt rheum. Price 25 cents
For sale by all druggist.

Blouse I white crept- - d.- c.iine
cashmi re, with white Velvet s'r.i'i-an-oi
pings, tie
yoke of valeiicieniu--

lace.
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EMBROIDERY PANEL WITH
PRINCESS EFFECT.
New York, Feb. 24. The accompanying drawings have been carefully
chosen as giving the keynote in which
fashion is to play all during the com-- j
ln summer.
It Is not too early to prophesy for
the coming summer. Even in January
the New Yorkers the lucky ones
buy their summer wardrobes and ship
their automobiles to Palm Beach, and
all the shop windows are set with
linens, organdies and nets, surmount- jed by lingerie and leghorn hats.
This year the latest cut is undeniably the circular RKlrt. What tbe
laundress will say about it, seems not
to have been taken into account. But

PRINCESS GOWN AND DOUBLE
SKIRT.
p rhaps they are but little worse to
iron than last year's plaited skirts.
The Jncket of the linen stilt also
shows a marked change. It has
shrunken.
The long coat was too
easily mussed and the bolero maae
everyone look short walsted.
Both will appear, of course, among
the summer costumes, but the fastidious new linen coat will be cut short,
with hardly a. pretense at fitting the
figure.
As much as possible the If net of the
princess are to be carried out la the
thin dresses.
The cerumen wiy ol
doing this will be by a long front
panel. This panel Is often of emhro!

LINEN SUIT SHOWING LATEST
JACKET.
dery, and Is cut as a part or the skirt.
The ornamentation or the waist will
conceal Its fastening.
Another thing that fashion is anxious to do, is to establish firmly ttxn
overskirt or at least the double skin.
The one shown in the cut was of fine
veiling In a rose color. It was mau
on a princess foundation.
The
was dark red velvet buttons
tucks stitched with dark
and
silk.
The sleeves of all summer gowns
are 81 most elbow length.
On the
dressiest gowns they are still shorter.
pin-hea-

The Sweetmeats of Literature
To the greybeards of America, and to their gentle companions with silvery hair; to the
people of middle age, and to those who have passed beyond early youth to you all

Hirst
number
came out
on the
10th of
February

THE

xnnnnn
copies, n?4
all sold oufci
LUHWH .Zi,rv

BOOK

on the press

will brin? back to your mind and heart the delight that a piece of mother's pie would bring
to your palate a big, juicy piece that used to taste so good, so unspeakably good, in the
hungry play days of youth.
The Sweetmeats of Literature old familiar friends, coming back to you in THE SCRAP
BOOK poems, anecdotes, declamations, humorous stories and humorous bits; pathetic
hymns, lost facts, quaint and curious things, absorbing incidents,
stories too,
jokes, satires, and stories that once set your youthful fancies ablaze and opened up the big
world to your vision all these and a thousand things more are in THE SCRAP BOOK.
of new things, and of old things collected from the archive of
It is such a treasure-hous- e
the Cfntury, as has never before been gathered together or even dreamed of.
THE SCRAP BOOK is the hit of the century in magazine making.
by the Year $1.00.
10 Cents a Copy
On All News Stands or from the Publisher.
half-forgott-

FRANK A. MUNSEY, 175 Fifth Avenue, New York

SATURDAY,

2.

FEBRUARY

Al.HUQUEKCJUE

190.

HISTORIC DOCUNENT

One Night Only

PAGE SEVEN.

THIRD STREET

ELKS' THEATRE

PRINCE RECEIVES

Cut m Naif

EVENING CITIZEN.

Meat Market

JpiTiJrNuJsrv

JBfNBVi

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

All Kindt of Fresh

and Salt Meats.
Sausage Factory.
EMIS KLEINWORT,
Masonic Building, North Third Street
Steam

While Attending Banquet of

In order to make room for our Spring stock
of Draperies we will cut prices in half on all
odd Lace Curtaiii3 and Portieres. Some very
pretty patterns, two pair alike.

Sons and Daughters of
Revolution at Denver.

Monday, February

26th

NEW YORK'S GREATEST IJVUGH
INO COMEDY SUCCESS.

Thos. F. Kclchcr
PAINTS,
OILS.

Wholesale Grocers

VARNISHES AND
BRUSHES.
Leather, Harness,
Saddles, Lap
FOR THE
HISTORICAL SOCIETY
Robes.
Horse Blankets, Etc. PalA
metto Roof Paint; lasts five years and
stops leaka. Cash paid for Hides and
AND
Company
Carefully
Selected
a
With
Pelts.
President L H. Prince of the New
109 WEST
Mexican Historical Society, who came
RAILROAD
INTRODUCING
AVENUE.
up irom santa
to attend tne banquet of the Sons and Daughters of
Established In 1882
Olio
the American Revolution, last evenG.
A TT &TCO.
ing, received on his arrival In DenAmeriSole agents for Casino Canned Goods
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL FURNITURE.
ver, a historic document of 1861. from
IJas. Heekln & Co.'s Coffees. Im
Santiago. Chili, says the Denver
tor. Loai Ave. ana second di. ooin rnwnw.
boden's Granite Flour.
News, Feb. 23. It will be added to
the historical museum at Santa Fe.
-- SEEOn August 10. lUSo, there was a
revolution of the Pueblo Indians in
Woolens laundered without shrinking. We have added to our al'MOZELLE,"
"Queen of Light"
Groceries
all of the southwest country, extenderal building, at Santa Fe.
ready well equipped laundery a machine with which we can handle
Many sheep owners from northern ing from Colorado to Arizona. On
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woolen without shrinking. When we are through with them they
Hlllsboro creamery Butter Best on
Rio Arriba county called and consulted that day the redskins massacred hun
European Novelty Artiste
are Just like new. If other laundries shrink them, bring them to as
Earth.
him concerning grazing permits and dreds of Spanish settlers and twenty- and we will straighten them out for you.
priests. History recTHE "2"
J. T. Walker, formerly with the the regulations established for the one
Order Solicited.
Free Delivery.
New York Life Insurance company, in government of the reserve and per- ords the uprising and the murder
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stock
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mits
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a
accepted
rewlgned
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and
and thirty, Every Spaniard who failed to reach
position with the Santa Fe system in were between twenty-fivCLARK VILLE PRODUCE CO
and tiiey examined the regulations Santa Fe or El Paso was slain. How
California.
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J. B. MacMANUS, Mgr.
Santa Fe bagsage service, arrived in
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Is vague.
It Is estimated that there are
35,
50
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South
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Both
Street
Phones
the city from his headquarters in
Mr. Prince was on a trip east In
of the fleecy animals within the
Make matters match. If you're the
Children 25c
Kan., last night and will conSeveral November and picked "P a Chilian
borders of the reservation.
possessor of a fine horse or
proud
tinue west today.
A.
D.
rangers have already tieen named, and catalogue. He saw listed In it the
team see to It that their equipment
document In question and immediately
reportnumber
of
four
appointed
the
Jce Uollen, wno ran an engine on
In keeping with their worth. We have
for duty yesterday, and others will wrote and secured it for $10. It
the Lordshurg division for a long ed
a reputation for turning out harness
placed on duty by the first of the reached him. In Denver yesterday.
be
Ijords-burin
been
not
time, but who has
The musty, worn and yellow pamphlet
month.
which bears critical Inspection from
In
this
dropped
time,
for Borne
The establishment of the reserve Is the sermon of D. Ysldro Salana In
any viewpoint strength, style, duraweek and says Iws Is going to locate will prove for
delivCity,
Mexico
cathedral
the
at
moving,
House
well
making,
water
sheep
the gold of the
bility, price moderation.
there.
As to the
pipe laying, pumps, tanks and wind
t
owners In that vicinity, as they have ered on March 1, 1681, In the presence of the viceroy. Marquis do la
latter, we will be glad to quote you
mills. Irrigating plants a specialty.
government
cscertalned
the
that
does
of
Laguna, and In commemoration of the And Every Day and Night Thi Week Ranch deep well supplies.
Ous Holm, one of the members
cost any time you ask it Please ask.
not propose
do anything to injure
massacre of the twenty-on- e
the Santa Fe pile driving crew of the them, but,' onto the
Fran
contrary,
forthe
departbuilding
priests In the summer before.
Santa Fe bridge and
officials will do everything In their ciscan
ment, was perhaps fatally injured near est
The sermon is written In Spanish
Lead Avenue and First Street.
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power
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tween a flat car and a pile driver car.
this country. Its value to the his
heretofore was opposed to the mak- tory of the southwest
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Phone
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Is apparent,
Colorado
Mrs. G. Gaston, Bister of Mrs. E. J. ing of the reserve, has veered about, according to Mr. Prince, when It is
Red 131.
Gibson, wife of the Wlnslow division and people, as soon as they understand known that, it was practically the
superintendent of the Santa Fe coast the situation approve of the plan.
only missing link In the records of
lines, who returned a few days ago
the old revolution.
Common
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Are
Colds
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the
of
-- WITHand
Wlnslow
with Mrs. Gibson from
General Building SoppUes
According to Mr. Prince, the cause
Serious Diseases.
a trip to tne Grand Canyon, is seriwas
uprising
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oppression
the
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Physicians who have gained a na- by the Spaniards of
ously ill at St. Joseph's hospital.
the Pueblo In
tional reputations as analysts of the dians. The
condition was no
express cars, load- cause of various diseases, claim that better than latter's
Two Wells-FargBoth Phones
that of the Israelites in
Third and Marquette
ed with fine silks from the Far East, if catching cold could be avoided a EKypt. They were slaves of the
and sealed with the government rev- long list of dangerous aliments would worst kinds to their Spanish masters,
enue seal, passed tiirough Albuquerque never be heard of. Every one knows and were made to do the hardeRt
last night on No. 8. bound from San that pneumonia and consumption orig- tasks In the mines.
IT IS NOW TIME FOR YOU TO
Besides this
Francisco to New York, from which inate from a cold, and chronic ca- yoke they were forced to observe the See DANA THOMPSON'S High Dive
point some of the consignment will tarrh, bronchitis, and all throat and forms and dogmas of the Spanish reTHINK ABOUT PLEASURE
lung troubles are aggravated and rend ligion, failure to accept which sub
be shipped fj Europe.
ered more serious by each fresh at- jected them to the Inquisition and
George E. Roe, formerly passenger tack. Do not risk vour life or take cruelties that fallowed as penalties
and you should look over our very
agent tor Ut Rio Grand division ol chaaoaa whom 70a hare a cold. for apostacy.
large new stock of ths latest style CarPRESERVE VOUR HEALTH
the Santa Fe, but now freight agent Chatatarinta'a Oosigh Remedy will
DON'T DOSE THE STOMACH.
lor the same company at Kansas City, euro U 1 star
.llsotses develop
Heap warm anil anjor the cold
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,
Mo., was in Albuquerque for a short This reatcsfr cmtaiaa ao opium, mor
dr by onn
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to
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early yesterday morning from heart This remedy contains nothing Injuri- easily and pleasantly. A triul size will be
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rallied. He had been connected with
irrituto or rapse sneezing. It S)rvads itself with the usual result, "a quick end
Ian
says
N. PEACH & CO.
Maclaren
young
the Santa Fe Railroad company for should hide his wit. No,a friends, man over on irritnted and anjjry surface, reliev. permanent cure." Greatest healer on
Groceries,
Cigars and Tobacco, and
this injr immediately the piinful iiifUiumution. earth for Burns, Wounds, Sores, Ecfifteen years, being at one time agent advice is not
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all kinds of Freeh Meat.
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at Silver City, and previous to tnat,
23c, at all
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West Gold Avenue.
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member of the Knights of Pythias,
who will conduct the funeral ceremonies which will occur today.
J. A. Harnard. of Indianap ills, Ind..
formerly general manager for the
Pittsburg & Erie, of the Big Four
system, acc ompanied by 'his family, ur
rived In the city last evening in a
Big Four private car, ami was met by
Arthur G. Wells, general manager ot
the Santa Fe's coast lines, who arrived yesterday, accompanied by his
wife and daughter from Ixis Angeles.
Mr. Barnard will remain in this city
several months for the benefit of his
health, which has been somewhat imhi
paired by the severe winter in the
ff
east.
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an address-- ' tomorrow morning at 11
o'clock In the Women's Club rooms,
under the auspices of the Christianis
church of this city. Rev. Garrison
one of the stellar lights and leaders of
the Christina church in America and
It will he well worth while to hear
this eminent divine deliver a sermon.
InMr. and Mr. .1. A. Harnanl, of
DAY AND WEATHER.
dianapolis. Ind.. are Bursts at the AI
varudo. Mr. Ilnrnard Is a brother ot
Fair tonight and Sunday.
Mrs. A. (. Wells, wife of G' neral Man
Wells, of the Sam a Ke oast
The tun rose at 6:38 this morning, ager
lines, who is In the city accompanied
and will set at 5:49, making the day by
his family.
11 hours and 11 minutes long.
The
Mr and Mrs. .1. 11. Rutherford re
moon will set at 7:19 this evening, and
from a few days'
ought to be visible a little while in turned last niKlit. They
were guests
Ke.
visit
Santa
at
quite
the twilight. The day has been
give n by the
ball
and
reception
ar
the
pleasant, though not as warm as dur
ing the last two weeks. Tomorrow Santa IV Elks, In honor of Oovernoi
says
will be Shrove Sunday, and will be 11 Ilagernian. which Mr. Rutherford
affair.
"pleasant
very
was
a
hours and 13 minutes In le ngth.
A. Sncllenl'iirg and wife, nee Miss
Shrove Sunday means the Sunday im
mediately preceding Ash Wednesday I mm Schuster, returned on the flyer
which is the beginning of Lent. To Inst night frci.i their honeymoon trip
day is the anniversary of the first rev to California, and after a few days
olution In Mexico, which broke out In spent visiting friends and relatives
country from here, will continue on to rnuaueipnia.
1821, and freed that
Spain's domination. Tomorrow will where they will make their future
be the anniversary of the chartering home.
Alwmt thlrtv members of Company
In 1791, of the first United States bank,
which President Andrew Jackson sub- G were out f"r drill duty at the armorv last might. After the drill the
sequently extinguished.
members effected the organization of
M. C. Vnthrook, the contractor, is a social club, electing officers and ration
business fying a constitution And
ToIn the city from Thoreau
A bunch of Second Hand Bicycles morrow, Company G will go out for
Johnson s Hicyele rifle practice.
for sale, c heap.
Store.
II. K. Adams, of Auburn, Ind., has
Fred Hunlnn and sister. I.oleta. ot leased the W. W. Strong building, corI.unas. are spending the day In ner of Fourth street and Railroad avenue. As oon as the building is plas
the city with friends.
Mrs. W. S. Melvin, who was at El tered. It will be fitted up for under
Paso, visitlnp friends, came in trom taking parlors. .Mr. Adams comes
among us well rocommendt d as a
the south thin morning.
A marriage license was issued today funeral director and embalmer.
John C. Patterson of Marshall,
to Amelia IVeatenhead and Charles
Mich., Is in Albuquerque, visiting his
II. Hudson, both of Albuquerque.
and
The civil service examination for wife, Minnie I Ward Patterson,
John C.
clerk of carrier for the local postoftlce son. Rev. (. one Patterson.
of Michigan's promIs in progress today. There a;e four Patterson is
inent lawyers and politicians. He has
applicants.
served in the state senate and figured
J. E. Sheridan, territorial coal mine nromlnently in other political sta- inspector, has gone to the Carthage tjong.
and San Antonio mining districts, for
finished
Tha census enumerators
an inspection trip.
their work today. Although the count
Jacob Levy, who Is suffering with has not been completed at this writdisordered eyes, bordering on blind- ing, it can be said that the population
ness, has been sent to a specialist at of Albuquerque will be considerably
Iienver for treatment.
over lu.ooo. This will permit the
Harry Rankin of Kansas City, has building of a new JliO.OOO city Tiall, if
arrived in the metropolis, and will re- the qualified voters cf the city so au
main several days, the guest of his thorlze.
brother, Don J. Rankin.
Hon. M. R. Otero, the register of the
Chief of Police McMlllln, who has United States land office at Santa Fe,
on
days
past
been in El Paso the
few
who has been at his home here the
business connected with his official past week sick with la grippe, was
position, returned home this morning. up and around today. If his attend-J. Felipe Hubbell, of Pajarito, was Ing physician pronounces him strong
in the city this morning. He hopes enough to travel, he will return to
to got his merchandise store in run- Santa Fe tomorrow morning, and
hopes then to resume his official
ning order at Pajarito in a few days.
' P..W. Clancy, dlBtrict attorney, ac duties.
Felix Mandell, a brother of Armand
companied by Mrs. Clancy, returned
home last evening from a montn b Mandell, clerk at Mandell's clothing
visit to Washington and other places store, arrived In the city last night,
In the east..
and will remain here in the future,
Mrs. J. M. Price and daughter, Mrs. taking a clerkship at the clothing
C. O. Miller, left this morning for store. The young gentleman Is a na
,
Germany, and
their old home at Terre Haute, Ind., tive of
this country last July.
to
over
came
and
for a months' visit with relatives
Since that time he stopped with relafriends.
William Mcintosh, president of the tives In New York city.
Evidence In the celebrated case ol
company, reMcintosh Hardware
turned to the city last night from a Henry Ijoekhart against the Washing
ton Gold and Silver Mining company,
few days" visit to his ranch In the
which has been in the courts since
valley.
before Judge
The Modleska performance at the 1893, closed this morning
court, and Mon
Elks" opera, house tonight, will begin Abbott In the district
was the day set for
promptly at 8:30, and no one will be day, March 5,:arguments
of the attor
the
seated until after the first act who ar- hearing
neys. As told in these columns many
rives late.
times before, Lockhart sues for an in
Jesus Garcia, the deputy collector terest in the mine, located in the Cocounty,
and treasurer of Torrance
district, out of which he alleges
came in from Estancla last night. He chlti
fraudulently otiBted.
was
he
tomorrow
will return to Estancla
morning.
AGAINST
Mrs. Mae Sonier returned to the JURY DECIDED
city last night from a visit to her par
F
WOOTON
ents at Peoria, 111. The lady has manj
warm friends iiere, who will be pleas- ACCUSED FUGITIVE FROM JUS
ed to learn of her return.
TICE GIVEN $1,000 DAMAGES AT
has
L. M. Fee, the confectioner,
EL PASO.
purchased, through the Porterfield
company, ono of the Kreifels houses,
R. I.. Wooiton, a real esta:e and in
on South Fifth street, near Coal avesurancn man of this city, but who was
nue. Consideration, $2,200.
formerly chief of police at El Paso,
Mrs. Nellie Fullen of Hutchinson, has, according to a gentleman who has
Kan., a friend and former schoolmate just returned from the Pass City, loBt
of Mrs. George F. Albright of this the suit brought against him by John
citv. has arrived in Albuquerque, and Roberts, who alleges false imprison
will remain several days, the guest of ment. The jury returned a verdict of
$1,000 damages for Mr. Roberts, the
Mrs. Albright.
Tomorrow, in celebration of the bondsmen of Mr. VWootton being recompletion of work on the acequla leased from liability by the court pre
which has been thoroughly cleaned vious to their retirement.
While Mr. Wootton was at the head
and rebuilt for the spring farming,
the Islet a Indians will hold their an- of the El Paso police department, he
arrested Roberts on a fugitive from
nual festival at the pueblo.
justice charge. Later, it was discoverMr. and Mrs. Edward Hart, prom
that Roberts was the wrong man
inent people of Gallup, came In from ed
and he was released, after several
the west last night, to spend a couple days'
imprisonment.
The suit folof days with their daughter, who Is atMr. Wootton will, it is retending the New Mexico University, lowed.
ported, carry the case to a higher
and to take in the Modjeska
court.
J. E. Hurley, the general manager
This Is the time of tho year when
of the Santa Fe main line, with head the weather changes often and sudquarters and home, at Topeka, Kan., denly. You may not need a piiir of
is expected here in a few days on a overshoes today, but when you do,
general tour of inspection. He will please remoraber that w have a full
lie accompanied south by a party ot line of Rubbers for men, women and
Children. l May's Shoe Store. 211
officials.
Rev. Dr .1 II. Garrison of St. Louis, West Railroad avenue.
editor of the "Christian Evangelist."
a lea.lin!- - rellcious neriodical. arrived WOOLEN MILL STOCK FOR SALE.
in the city, last evening, accompanied
bv his wife nnd son. W. E. Garrison
$3000 OF STOCK IN RIO GRANDE
i
president of the Butler college,
lrviiiL'ton ind.. unit will remain sev WOOLEN MILL CO., FOR $200. ADeral days in Albuquerque, delivering DRESS FELIX, CITIZEN OFFICE.

LOCAL AND

PKKSONAL

tC 314 WEST RAiLROADAYE.Jv

SlOE

OF QUALITY

IN OUR SHOES YOU GET THE HIGHEST QUALITY FOR THE
LEAST MONEY. THEY LOOK GOOD IN THE BEGINNING AND
AT THE END SHOW THAT THEY ARE AS GOOD AS THEY
WALKING ADVERLOOKED.
EVERY PAIR IS A PRACTICAL
TO THE WEARER DURING'
TISEMENT. DEMONSTRATING
PROCES3 THAT IT IS TO THEIR INTERTHE WEARING-OUEST TO USE OUR SHOES.

$2.50 to $4.00
$1.75 to $3.00
$1.50 to$4.00
$1.25 to $3.50
$1.00 to$2.50
50 to $1.25

MEN'S LIGHT SHOES
MEN'S WORK SHOES
WOMEN'S HIGH SHOES
WOMEN'S LOW SHOES
SHOES FOR BOYS AND GIRLS
BABIES' SHOES

JOCXX. vaa.vaaaXXXXXX)OOOQO
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are

T
'.

mmftjJclq

received, which
insures our customers receiving
fectly fresh articles. We handle only
the best and most reliable brands of
every kind of food products, and sell
prices
them at
per-fy?.- .-'

1

k

F. F. TROTTER

-- ,"M

o c HAJf Java

Nos.

118

and

120

T.

Geo. W. Hlckox

South Second St

Y. Maynard

The Hickox- - Maynard Go.
NEW MEXICO'S LEADING JEWELERS
IT IS THE PLACE TO FIND EVERYTHING THE
OUR WATCH REPAIRING

THE BEST.

NICEST AND
OPTICAL

AND

DE-

PARTMENTS IN CHARGE OF MEN OF HIGHEST QUALIFICATIONS.

SPECIAL ATTENTION TO ORDERS BY MAIL, AND

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED.

The Arch Front

. .

South Second Street

JUST IN

Whitmans Candies
The finest candy made at any price; absolutely pure; always fresh,
healthy and wholesome. Choc olates and
the purest of the
bon-bon-

pun.

J J.

i

H. O'RIELLY CO,

-

Druggists

-

Barnett Building

Cement and Rex Flintkote
Roofing. Mail Orders Promptly Filled.
LUMBER

ALBUQUERQUE

First and Marquette,

-

ilh'
J
I

Albuquerque, N. M.

Diamond

JUl 11 1 1

CO.

Palace

RAILROAD AVE.

Diamonds, Watdhea, Jewelry, Cut Glass, Clocks, Silverware.
your trade and guarantee A SQUARE DEAL.

We Invite

Everybody works at Edgar's
They stay home at night.
So send us all your "washln"';
It'll come back all right.
We lessen nil your worries,
And do your clothes to fit.
Send your goods to Edgar's
If "yo" ma has quit.

whites, and blacks and white combinations.

evening,

Ranging in Price from 75c to $1.25

Gentle-

We also place on sale this week The New
Spring Tiger Hat in a host of new styles, $3

"ARNOLDS BEST" HIGH PATENT
FLOUR MAKES TEETH, BONE AND
MUSCLE.

fll

TICKETS

BOUGHT, SOLO
EXCHANGED

AND

Association

Spring

Offloa

Transactions
Guaranteed

ROSENFIELD'S,

Princely

MoiisigocJh

Erlglmi

Douglas

Shoes

Spring

$3.50

118 W. R. R. Ave.

$5.00

gTERN

SIMOH
Sfts

Knox Hats

Railroad Avemae

Clottlnieir

oooooooooc oooooeotoocfot
SEED

ALFALFA

Smoked Meats

CAR JUST UNLOADED.
Lach-Schlnke- n

Strictly No.

Westfalien Ham
Gothaer Cervalat
Braun. Leberwurst
Sardellen Cervelat

Ham Sausage
Tongue Sausage
Pork Sausage-SmokeTongues
Salami

Fancy Seed

1

Frankfurters

Goose Breasts

PUTNEY

L. B.

We have the agency of the famous USINGER SAUSAGE and
Smoked Meats. These goods are equal, if not better, than those
made In the Old Country. If you want the best, Insist on the
"USINGER BRAND." Fresh shipments received weekly.

99acC0ai

mm

9KaK9rtm0a)C5mm

THE BIRDSELL WAGON

$

"THE WORLD'S BEST."

EX-CHIE-

of the best Saturday
lunches ai the White Kleplumt
One

evening.

THE CUSHIONED DOUBLETREE 8AVES THE HORSE'S SHOULDER.

WHITNEY COMPANY!

113-115-1-

All

invited.

evening.
- aAH rul

...

invited.

DANCE!

REMEMBER WE ARE THE EXCLUSIVE DISTRIBUTORS OF THIS HAT WHICH
IS NOW ON SALE
ALL THE LATEST
EXCELLS ALL OTHERS IN STYLE, FINISH AND LIGHTNESS PRICE $5 00.
NOVELTIES IN NEW SOFT HATS FOR SPRING, $2.50 to $4.00.

Come

men

,"u

NEW
RENT.

STORE.

122

NUMBERS,
HOUSE
AT
SON'S BICYCLE STORE.

Horses
BE3T

8. Second

TURNOUTS

and ex

IN THE CITY

Second street, between Railroad
Copper avonues.
DANCE!

DANCE!

LISTEN

0

For a moment
and then

i
0

THINK!

And

DANCE!

11811, this
At
Colombo
Come and enjoy yoursell.
men, 50c, ladies free.

evening.
Gentle-

XXXXXXJ

0

of YANOW, the Railroad Pawn Broker, who is selling DIAMONDS at
pledge pricea, paying no atten'.ion to the recent 100 per cent raise
.'
on them. HE INVITES INSPECTION AND COMPARISON.

0

i0

000000

000Ot0000

o
HARDWARE

WHOLESALE

RETAIL

Proprietors

J

C F. MYERS

evening
Cint'.c.

J

Auto. Phone 185

JOHN-

"

-

FLORAL
DESIGNS
J19 WEST

and Mules bought
chan gee.

9temaKat

otOtoO0OoOiOo

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
LIVERY, SALE FEED AND TRANSFER STABLES

HANDSOME

THE

,

The largest stock west of Kansas City.

ladles free.
HAMMERLESS GUNS FOR
AT
JOHNSONS BICYCLE

IVES,

401-40- 3

Write for Wholesale Prices on Plows and Other Farm Implements

WM. McINTOSH

H

2
M

J

OW IS THE TIME to buy your Heating Stoves.
selling them out at actual cost.

p

p

We are

p

M
M
M
k4

H

H

ri-ois-

SANTA FE AVENUE.
Auto hone, 718.

Colo. Phone 197 .j

AND INSPECT the largest stock of Stoves and Ranges
C ALL
in the Southwest.

Piece
for funerals,
and all invasions, executiii in a
tlK'ruunhly artistic manner, if you
want something out of th,. ui'.n
ary, try us.

SEC WINDOWS

North First Street
South First Street
Wholesal Distributers for New Mexico and Arizona.

DANCE!

liall, this
Colombo
nnd enjoy yourself.

At

Special BeAy

E. L. WASHBURN CO.

All

DANCE!

Hf"

17

free
this

of the beat Saturday free
luiuheti ai the White Elephan; this

HATS

Wett Cold

Shirts From the World's Best Makers

DANCE!

At
Colombo liall, this
Come and enjoy yourself.
men ,fiOe, ladles free.

I

First Display for 1906, this week, showing a
wonderful assortment of new color designs,

Alsaca-Lorraine-

NO h,MC HAT MFGC0

119

n
DANCE1

DANCE!

, One

tteltsoini

190S.

Beautiful Spring Shirts

1

SPRING
THE CELEBRATED

24,

Everybody works but mothei.
She gads around all day;
Goes to women's meetings.
Takes In the matinee.
Father toils and worries,
He. has a good time nit;
Evtrybody works at our house
Hut ma she'B quit.

THE SUNDAY DINREMEMBER
NER AT THE
ZEIGER RESTAURANT, FROM
12
O'CLOCK TO 3
P. M.

. . .

FEBRUARY

IF MA'S QUIT.

Is

oelnK constantly

bed-roc-

SATURDAY,

H

21 S West Railroad Ave.
ALBUQUERQUE,
ZZZXXXXXXXX4XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
-

NEW MEXICO
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